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ABSTRACT
Rapid technological changes and availability of news anywhere and at any moment 
have changed how people seek out news. Increasingly, consumers no longer take delib-
erate actions to read the news, instead stumbling upon news online. While the emer-
gence of serendipitous news discovery online has been recognized in the literature, 
there is a limited understanding about how people experience this behavior. Based on 
the mixed method study that investigated online news reading behavior of residents 
in a Midwestern U.S. town, we explore how people accidentally discover news when 
engaged in various online activities.  Employing the grounded theory approach, we de-
fine Incidental Exposure to Online News (IEON) as individual’s memorable experi-
ences of chance encounters with interesting, useful, or surprising news while using the 
Internet for news browsing or for non-news-related online activities, such as checking 
email or visiting social networking sites. The book presents a conceptual framework of 
IEON that advances research and an understanding of serendipitous news discovery 
from people’s holistic experiences of news consumption in their everyday lives. The 
proposed IEON Process Model identifies key steps in an IEON experience that 
could help news reporters and developers of online news platforms create innovative 
storytelling and design strategies to catch consumers’ attention during their online 
activities. Finally, this book raises important methodological questions for further 
investigation: how should serendipitous news discovery be studied, measured, and ob-
served, and what are the essential elements that differentiate this behavior from other 
types of online news consumption and information behaviors?

KEYWORDS
incidental exposure to news, serendipitous news discovery, information encounter-
ing, news encountering, serendipity, online news, news consumption, news reading 
behavior
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Preface
The function of news is to orient man and society in an actual world (Park, 1940).

The impetus for this book started when Dr. Borchuluun Yadamsuren (the first author) 
became fascinated with the concept of information encountering (IE) while taking a 
seminar by Dr. Sanda Erdelez (the co-author) entitled Human Information Behavior, 
at the School of Information Science and Learning Technologies at the University of 
Missouri. Later, Dr. Yadamsuren came across an article on incidental exposure to news 
in Journalism and Mass Communication Quarterly. This experience sparked the idea to 
conduct her dissertation research on the interesting and emerging topic of serendipity 
and online news consumption, applying IE, as a conceptual framework.

This book presents outcomes of an ongoing, multiyear research program, the 
scope of which reaches far beyond a dissertation study alone. Numerous discussions 
about incidental exposure to news with scholars in information science and mass com-
munication as well as everyday people, online news consumers, have helped us rethink 
and rediscover different dimensions of the collected data. Two quantifications of the 
process of re-analysis included returning to over 300 pages of interview transcripts and 
multiple replays of close to 25 hours of recorded sessions. 

This process has continually reinforced the complexity of the research topic. 
Chief among the many challenges associated with this complexity has been the 
pursuit of understanding on two phenomena that are fast developing and (almost) 
impossible to catch up with: news and technology. As Park (1940) wrote, news itself 
is a “very perishable commodity.” 

News remains news only when it has reached the persons for whom it has “news 
interest.” Once published and its significance recognized, what was news becomes 
history. This transient and ephemeral quality is of the very essence of news and is 
intimately connected with every other character that it exhibits. Different types of 
news have a different time span. In its most elementary form a news report is a mere 
“flash,” announcing that an event has happened. If the event proves of real impor-
tance, interest in it will lead to further inquiry and to a more complete acquaintance 
with the attendant circumstances. An event ceases to be news, however, as soon as 
the tension it aroused has ceased and public attention has been directed to some other 
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aspect of the habitat or to some other incident sufficiently novel, exciting, or import-
ant to hold its attention (p. 670).

In this sense, we grappled with the “transient and ephemeral” nature of news in 
our investigation of serendipitous news discovery. Many news stories reported by our 
respondents as a part of their incidental exposure to online news (IEON) experience 
are already historical references, flash announcements of certain important events 
during the time of data collection and interview sessions. Still, we believe that those 
news stories, historical as they inherently and inevitably become, could enrich our un-
derstanding of the principles of IEON behavior when we direct our attention to the 
nature of a news story, the event covered in it, and the attention-grabbing elements 
that led readers to incidental exposure. 

The second challenge in our investigation of IEON was the ever-changing 
technologies for both news delivery and news consumption. The study presented here 
reflects IEON and online news consumption behavior involving the technologies 
available during the data collection period, which was prior to the recent explosion in 
the use of tablets and other smart devices. However, we argue that the general patterns 
of behaviors identified in the IEON process model, as presented in this book, are in-
dependent of the types of mobile digital devices. While specific strategies and tools to 
capture, share, and save the encountered news stories could be different based on the 
specific device in use, the main focus is on identifying the IEON and its process steps 
to inform the development of innovative tools that enable news consumers to benefit 
from serendipitous news discovery. 

Finally, this book is an attempt to present a conceptual framework that identifies 
and investigates IEON based on study data that captured only a slice of everyday online 
news consumption and the IEON experiences of residents in an American Midwestern 
college town. Such slices will undoubtedly differ by community, culture, and country, 
depending on numerous factors, such as lifestyle, media system, technology penetration, 
and so on. We leave the exploration of this territory for future research. 
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1 .1 OVERVIEW
The Internet and mobile technologies are rapidly changing news consumption, offering 
consumers both minute-by-minute updates on developing stories and more freedom 
to choose news from different locations at their convenience. The increased reliance 
on online news consumption stimulates ongoing discussion among communication 
scholars on how the Internet may either contribute or be harmful to maintaining an 
active citizenry for a democratic society (Dahl, 1989; Delli Carpini, and Keeter, 1996). 

The optimistic views in this discussion revolve around the prospects of the 
Internet to broaden the public sphere (Habermas, 1989) with virtual places, such as 
comment fields, live blogs, social media, and news sites. This is an area where a range of 
ideas concerning public affairs could be exchanged in a way that is more free from the 
constraints of individual status and identity. The Internet provides citizens with easy 
access to ample information about politics and news and, as such, has the potential to 
contribute to a healthy democracy. The pessimistic view in this discussion centers on 
people’s increased capacity to customize their own selection of news, allowing them 
to avoid important information on public affairs and turning them into “information 
hermits” (Trilling and Schoenbach, 2012) who pick only the news that fits their 
narrow interest. In addition, various algorithmic personalization filters provided by 
Internet search engines bring the danger of so-called filter bubbles (Pariser, 2011) or 
“echo chambers” that prevent individuals from engaging with ideas different from their 
own (Sunstein, 2001). 

Serendipitous exposure to online news has emerged as a potential solution for 
escaping the invisible barriers that prevent access to diversified information. Tewksbury 
et al. (2001) were the first to point out that the prevalence of news on the web pro-
vides opportunities for people to encounter news when not expected, as a by-product 
of other online activities. They identified this type of behavior as “incidental exposure 
to news” and defined it as “encountering current affairs knowledge while performing 
some other task” (p. 538). Zuckerman (2013) recognized a need to “engineer seren-
dipity” to break small circles of communication, or “digital flocks,” and to rewire the 
Internet so that people will have more opportunities to avoid digital self-segregation. 
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He argued that expanded opportunities for serendipitous news exposure may help 
people overcome the perils of news filter bubbles and audience fragmentation.

Despite the conceptual recognition of serendipitous discovery of online news 
in mass communication literature, this topic has received limited systematic re-
search attention. The literature provides inconsistent terms for this type of behavior: 
incidental online news exposure (Tewksbury et al., 2001), serendipitous news con-
sumption (Purcell et al., 2010), stumbling upon news on the Internet, unintentional 
news exposure, accidental news exposure (Kim et al., 2013), and simply—serendipity 
(Salwen et al., 2005).

The study presented in this book was motivated by the need for a comprehen-
sive understanding about the concept of serendipity in online news consumption and 
questions about its broader impact. How do people experience incidental exposure 
to online news (IEON)? Do these experiences promote the citizens’ fortuitous dis-
covery of crosscutting information and produce the positive outcomes envisioned by 
Mutz (2006) and Zuckerman (2013)? The research reported here explores how people 
serendipitously experience online news by taking into account behavioral, cognitive, 
and affective aspects of this phenomenon. It was inspired by the literature on mass 
media consumption and human information behavior within library and information 
science (LIS) research.

The theoretical frameworks and accompanying methodological approaches in 
LIS studies of serendipity in information seeking provided the initial steps to study 
serendipitous news discovery in depth. A central argument of this research posits 
that people with distinct behavioral, cognitive, and affective characteristics experi-
ence serendipitous news discovery while engaged in various online activities that are 
related to their information needs in what Savolainen (1995) identified as Everyday 
Life Information Seeking (ELIS) contexts. The ELIS model states that information 
source preferences and use patterns are socially conditioned, despite the fact that 
individuals select and use various sources to solve problems or make sense of their 
everyday world. 

Serendipity in information behavior emerged as a research topic in the field of 
information science in the mid-1990s through the work of Dr. Erdelez (1997). She 
labeled this behavior as information encountering (IE), meaning “memorable experi-
ences of accidental discovery of useful and interesting information” (p. 412). Erdelez 
developed a conceptual framework to study IE. The four dimensions of Erdelez’s 
(2000) IE model were as follows: the information user (who encountered informa-
tion), the environment (setting in which information was encountered), the informa-
tion (what was encountered), and the information need (the need that was addressed 
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with encountered information). Erdelez (2000) described IE as “an incident or event 
that usually intersects with some other information acquisition-related activity such 
as information seeking and browsing.” This theoretical framework and accompanying 
methodology provide guidance in the investigation of serendipitous news discovery. 

Our study employs a constructivist approach to identify the “multiple” realities 
of the phenomena of serendipitous news discovery perceived by individuals using the 
active interview (Holstein and Gubrium, 1995) technique to construct the meaning 
of this ambiguous behavior. Based on in-depth narrative interviews of 20 individuals, 
this research offers a rich picture of the serendipitous news discovery experience, from 
the roots of exposure to what is done with the actual content and news, examining be-
havioral, cognitive, and affective elements involved in the process. Rather than working 
within the constraints of a single restrictive definition, the constructivist framework 
allows us to explore a range of views as presented by the study participants about 
their experiences of serendipity in online news reading. This methodological approach 
is supported by Makri and Blandford (2012b), who emphasized the importance of 
recognizing the complexity of serendipity because it is “an inherently subjective phe-
nomenon” that could mean “different things to different people, in different situations” 
(p. 707). The outcome of the aforementioned process of constructive discovery is the 
concept of IEON. 

1 .2 STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK
The goals of this book are to investigate the process of IEON, to identify its character-
istics as perceived by online news consumers, and to build a rich picture of IEON. The 
first questions that guide our research include: What is serendipitous news discovery 
for news consumers? What are their perceptions of this behavior? How does the phe-
nomenon of serendipitous news discovery manifest itself ? Where does it take place in 
everyday life information seeking and news consumption? 

If we recognize the existence of serendipity in online news consumption, we 
must also investigate the process of how it presents itself. The second set of questions 
we address is: How does the process of IEON happen in an online environment? 
What are the steps involved in this process? What design elements and content trigger 
IEON? What kinds of news stories can/do individuals come across online? What is 
the connection between the encountered news stories and the individual’s information 
needs? Answers to these questions provide a foundation for the IEON process model 
we propose.

1 .2 STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK
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In addition, this book aims to answer the overarching questions about the im-
plications of IEON. Thus, the third part of this book will discuss: How does IEON 
integrate into individuals’ overall news consumption? What are the potential outcomes 
of IEON? How should the behavior of serendipitous news discovery be defined, 
studied, measured, and observed? What essential elements differentiate serendipitous 
news discovery from other news-consuming behaviors online? Could IEON guaran-
tee the expected outcomes for maintaining or even broadening the public sphere as 
envisioned by communication scholars?

The final part of the book raises important questions about the implications 
of serendipitous news discovery on a practical level in mass communication: How 
should the news media position itself and respond to a newly characterized behavior 
of IEON? In which daily online activities could news potentially be embedded to 
allow for meaningful serendipitous discovery? 
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CHAPTER 2

Literature Review

2 .1 TRENDS IN NEWS CONSUMPTION
Historically, news consumption has required defined moments in scheduled times and 
places. As Peters (2015) explained, the practices of journalism were distributed around 
spatio-temporal routines of newspaper delivery to households before the morning 
and evening commutes on public transit. Television news was scheduled to suit the 
transitions of individuals from work to home (early evening news) and home to bed 
(nightly news) in the living rooms of most houses. With this type of stability and pre-
dictability to news consumption, media institutions had much more power to control 
what news was delivered to their audiences and with greater guarantee of reaching the 
masses. Therefore, in the early years of media effects research, audience members were 
considered passive and the media was considered to have a powerful effect on them. 

With the uses and gratifications (U&G), Katz (1959) marked the turning point 
in communication studies. He suggested asking the question “What do people do 
with the media?” instead of classical inquiry “What do the media do to people?” in 
media audience studies.  This approach is built on the assumptions that people’s values, 
interests, associations, social roles play huge role in what they see and hear to these 
interests in media messages. McQuail et al. (1972) suggested the following categories 
of media audience needs and gratifications: diversion—to escape from routine and 
problems; personal relationships—for social utility of information in conversations 
and substituting the media for companionship; personal identity—for value reinforce-
ment, self-understanding, and so forth; surveillance—for information about things 
that might affect one or will help one do or accomplish something. Katz et al. (1973) 
listed 35 needs taken from the literature on the social and psychological functions 
of the mass media and divide them into five categories: cognitive, affective, personal 
integrative, social integrative, and escape-tension-release needs.

In the 1980s, researchers started challenging the basic notions of the U&G 
approach and argued that exposure to mass media is not always highly deliberate or 
purposeful. One example is the escapist model of media use, which presumes that 
people use media, especially TV, to pass time (Barwise et al., 1982). Horna (1988) 
found that mass media plays a crucial role in fulfilling people’s needs for relaxation, 
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recuperation, entertainment, and sociability despite their feelings of guilt over unpro-
ductive usage of time.

Rubin (1984) proposed that how audiences use media could be either instru-
mental or ritualistic. Instrumental use refers to an active, selective, and purposive 
consumption of certain media content for specific needs, while ritualized use is 
the habitual consumption of a medium for diffuse motives, such as passing time or 
relaxation. Rubin suggested that “audience activity is not an absolute concept, but 
a variable one” (p. 76). He argued that individuals may use media ritualistically or 
instrumentally depending on background, time, and situational demands. Windahl 
(1981) argued that audience activity varies across phases of the communication 
sequence: people tend to display different types and amounts of activity in various 
settings and at distinctive times in the communication process. Levy and Windahl 
(1984) proposed that the typology of audience activity was constructed from two 
orthogonal dimensions: the qualitative orientation of audience members toward the 
communication process and the temporal dimension having to do with a particular 
time or phase of the communication sequence. Donohew et al. (1984) emphasized 
the importance of investigating the automaticity and low-level of attention in media 
consumption. Severin and Tankard (2001) also argued that media usage could be rit-
ualistic or habitual when people have a low level of attention to media. Other studies 
have also indicated that many individuals maintain habitual repertoires of media 
consumption (Yuan, 2011; LaRose, 2010). 

Rapid technological and social changes in the past few decades have had an 
enormous impact on the media industry and on consumers, even further affecting 
the way people use media. Today, news is being distributed globally in multiple for-
mats and platforms with no geographical and time limitations. Furthermore, news is 
increasingly “mobile, instantaneous, and available on demand, participatory, person-
alized, locational and localized” (Peters, 2015, p. 5). Traditional media outlets do not 
define the communication space anymore. Technological advancements have brought 
many new competing actors into the media ecology, such as Yahoo! portals, Facebook, 
Twitter, and Snapchat, all providing an abundance of news and information. Citizens 
are not passive news recipients any more. They can almost effortlessly produce content 
themselves and share news on social media. They can also interact with journalists, 
writers, bloggers, media producers, politicians, companies, musicians, celebrities, 
friends, and family members in a digital communication space. This massive upheaval 
of changes in online news consumption raises concerns about the impact of the In-
ternet on maintaining an active citizenry in a democratic society. Groundbreaking 
changes on both sides of the news distribution system (media outlets and consumers) 
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challenge the historical role of the media in keeping citizens informed about a com-
mon core of news and current affairs (Sunstein, 2001; Lee, 2007). 

The Internet is offering individuals tremendous control and flexibility in select-
ing news, based on content that matches their individual interests and needs (Sunstein, 
2001), from different geographical locations at their convenience. News consumers 
have better opportunities for not only greater content diversification but also for in-
creased control over information selection (Kim, 2012; Zillmann et al., 2004). On the 
other hand, such freedom and flexibility with news selection increases the opportunity 
for individuals to select mainly entertainment content and avoid serious news. Putnam 
(1995, 2000) offered cautions about the dangers of the technological transformation 
that leads people to follow their individual interests rather than collective ones. Prior 
(2005) reported that new media forms allow certain people to “tune out of politics” 
completely, making them “apolitical” and less active citizens (p. 587). Scheufele and 
Nisbet (2002) found that people who use the Internet for entertainment purposes are 
less aware of current events. They concluded that the Internet has a minimal role in 
promoting active and informed citizenship.

2 .2 SERENDIPITY FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF 
MEDIA AUDIENCE STUDIES 

Despite these concerns related to selective exposure to online news, many communica-
tion scholars express hope that the Internet and social media, with their limitless pos-
sibilities of content integration, co-creation, and sharing, have intensified incidental 
exposure to news, whereby individuals ‘‘stumble upon’’ news while they are doing var-
ious online activities with no primary intention to read news (Tewksbury et al., 2001; 
Salwen et al., 2005; Nguyen, 2008; Purcell et al., 2010; Mitchelstein and Boczkowski, 
2010; Mitchell et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2013).

A growing number of mass communication researchers have begun to explore 
IEON. The Pew Internet study (Purcell et al., 2010) suggests that Americans obtain 
their news via methods based on foraging and opportunism. According to this study, 
eight out of ten online news users reported that they experience serendipitous news 
consumption at least a few times a week, including 59% who said that this consump-
tion happens every day or almost every day. Several other studies support the claim 
that the Internet enables people to discover news unintentionally while they are 
involved in different online activities (Mitchelstein and Boczkowski, 2010; Nguyen, 
2008). Tewksbury et al. (2001) argued that the prevalence of news on the web provides 
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opportunities for people to encounter news in an incidental way as a by-product of 
their online activities.

The concept of IEON (also called accidental news exposure) is not entirely 
new in media audience and communication studies. Down (1957) presented the 
process of incidental learning based on the concept of information cost. He argued 
that individuals’ accidental exposure to information would allow them to obtain in-
formation without seeking it, which means with no cost. This way, people could learn 
about public affairs through incidental learning. Krugman (1965) discussed “learning 
without involvement” in the context of TV advertising. Krugman and Hartley (1970) 
recognized that the mass media could offer passive learning among television viewers. 
He defined passive learning as ‘‘typically effortless, responsive to animated stimuli, 
amenable to artificial aid to relaxation, and characterized by an absence of resistance 
to what is learned’’ (p. 184). The concept of incidental learning has been applied in 
various studies, including political advertising (Brians and Wattenberg, 1996), polit-
ical entertainment (Feldman and Young, 2008), and soft news content (Baum, 2002; 
Baum and Jamison, 2006). Brians and Wattenberg (1996) found that political adver-
tising has an impact on citizens’ learning about presidential candidates’ issue positions. 
Feldman and Young (2008) found that exposure to late-night comedy is associated 
with higher levels of attention to the presidential campaign in traditional television 
news. Baum (2002) reported that politically inattentive individuals are exposed to 
information about important political issues as a result of an “incidental by-product 
of seeking entertainment” in media (p. 91). Zukin and Snyder (1984) found that pas-
sive learning is a common way for citizens to acquire knowledge about politics while 
habitually using media.

The majority of studies on IEON in media audiences are based on the concept 
of incidental learning. The studies typically define serendipitous news discovery based 
on one or the combination of two approaches: intention-based (encountering news 
while doing non-news-related activities) and/or topic-based (novelty of news topic). 
The intention-based definition of serendipitous news discovery assumes that users 
come across news online while doing activities with no primary intention to read news. 
The topic-based definition of serendipitous news discovery is based on the premise 
that users serendipitously find unusual or interesting news on different topics while 
reading news on topics that interest them.

Tewksbury et al. (2001) used the following two questions from the national 
surveys of media and communication technology use by the American public, con-
ducted by the Pew Research Center for the People and the Press, to define incidental 
exposure to news:
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• When you go online, are you ever exposed to news and information on current 
events, public issues, or politics when you may have been going online for a 
purpose other than to get news? (Pew survey from autumn, 1996 cited in 
Tewskbury et al., p. 548)

• When you go online, do you ever encounter or come across news and informa-
tion on current events, public issues, or politics when you may have been going 
online for a purpose other than to get news?” (Pew survey from spring and 
autumn, 1998 cited in Tewskbury et al., p. 548)

These questions attempted to differentiate online activities based on the initial pur-
poses of users, regardless of whether they had any intention to read news online or not.

In a study of the news consumption of Americans, Purcell et al. (2010) measure 
serendipitous news consumption with the following survey items:

• I like coming across news about topics and issues that I have not thought about 
very much before. (p. 20)

• How often do you come across news when you are online doing other things? (p. 29)

The first item focuses on the topic of encountered news while the second one is tai-
lored to capture the type of activity.

Salwen et al. (2005) found that serendipity is one of four important attributes of 
online news, along with convenience of use, quantity and quality of news, and differ-
ence of online news from traditional news. Their definition of serendipity seems to be 
based on that of the Pew Research Center, which identifies serendipitous online news 
exposure as a consequence of general web search, enticements to click to news stories 
at Internet service providers’ (ISPs) websites, and news encountered while searching 
for non-news information on search engines. They use two survey items to measure 
serendipity: the type of news (unusual, interesting) and the context in which serendip-
itous news exposure happened (news stories that caught readers’ attention when log-
ging on or logging off the computer). To capture the different types of activities readers 
were engaged in when exposed to news, their survey also includes specific questions 
about finding news while logging on and off the computer and finding news on ISP 
pages. Kim et al. (2013) attempted to differentiate the variety of online activities 
during which individuals could experience incidental exposure to news, asking specific 
questions about the types of websites such as search engines, portal sites, forums or 
listservs, blogs, and social networking sites.

The findings from the early studies of serendipity and news reading produced 
initial insights into the potential role of this type of news exposure in shaping peo-
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ple’s political views and public engagement. For example, a study by Tewksbury et al. 
(2001) examined the effects of incidental news exposure online on individuals’ current 
affairs knowledge and found that accidental news exposure may have a positive role in 
informing citizens. Kim et al. (2013) found that unintentional news exposure on the 
Internet may play a significant role in facilitating people’s political participation. Their 
findings indicate that this positive impact of incidental news exposure on online polit-
ical participation was stronger for people who prefer news than for people who use the 
Internet for entertainment. Tian and Robinson (2009) studied incidental media usage 
in the health communication context. They found that incidental health information 
use is positively associated with overall Internet use, active health information seeking 
on the Internet, and incidental health information use from traditional media.

Although the foregoing research indicates an emergence of interest in seren-
dipity in news consumption, there is insufficient systematic understanding about how 
people conceptualize and experience this new type of news reading. The prominent 
theories in media research described above do not specifically refer to the existence 
of unexpected exposure to news. The need for conceptual frameworks to guide a sys-
tematic study of serendipity in a news reading context led us to research in the related 
field of LIS where this phenomenon has been studied within the broader context of 
human information behavior.

2 .3 SERENDIPITY RESEARCH IN THE HUMAN 
INFORMATION BEHAVIOR FIELD 

The theoretical and methodological frameworks from serendipitous information re-
trieval research in the field of information science provide strong foundations to inves-
tigate the phenomenon of serendipitous news discovery. Information science scholars 
started studying human information seeking behavior with studies of readership and 
library users in the 1920s. Since then, information behavior research has expanded 
tremendously to encompass different contexts, user groups, and motives. Case (2002) 
has explained that information behavior, including both active and passive information 
seeking and information use across channels, is difficult to study because it varies so 
much across people, situations, and objects of interest and “takes place primarily inside 
a person’s head” (p. 5).

Information science scholars stress the importance of studying human informa-
tion behavior from a holistic perspective, examining behavioral, cognitive, and affective 
dimensions, although the many observable and unobservable behaviors related to how 
people seek and use information make this challenging. Savolainen (2007) noted the 
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challenge of combining internal and external components of information behavior and 
specifying how unobservable cognitive behavior affects and orients observable infor-
mation behavior and vice versa. Nahl (2005) suggested that researchers need to look at 
both the affective and cognitive mental activity of information users, since “thinking of 
a search word” or “feeling motivated to finish a task” are parts of their behavior (p. 39). 

Research on serendipity in information seeking includes examining this phe-
nomenon from the perspective of different user populations and various domains of 
information activities. The terms used to identify these types of behavior are as follows: 
IE (Erdelez, 1997), opportunistic acquisition of information (Erdelez, 2005), oppor-
tunistic discovery of information (Erdelez and Makri, 2011), incidental acquisition of 
information (Williamson, 1998; Heinström, 2006), or simply serendipity (Sun et al., 
2011). Serendipity in information seeking has been studied across older adults (Wil-
liamson, 1998), architects (Makri and Warwick, 2010), reading for pleasure (Ross, 
1999), reading electronic news (Toms, 2000), and everyday life (Rubin et al., 2011). 
Information science researchers have examined psychological factors of incidental 
information acquisition (Heinström, 2006), the effect of personalized search results 
on the potential for serendipitous encounters (André et al., 2009), and the connec-
tion between purposive information seeking and serendipitous information discovery 
(Pálsdóttir, 2009).

Similar to their mass media and communication colleagues, LIS researchers 
have not so far reached consensus on the conceptual definition of this behavior. 
Serendipity is described as “random, elusive, and unpredictable” (McBirnie, 2008), 
“slippery”  (Makri and Blandford, 2012a), and “hard to capture and induce” (Erdelez, 
2004). However, one pattern that has emerged is that research on serendipity in infor-
mation behavior seems to emphasize not merely the accidental and unexpected nature 
of this behavior but also the expectation of positive or fortuitous outcomes (Cunha et 
al., 2010; Rubin et al., 2011; Makri and Blandford, 2012b). For example, Makri and 
Blandford (2012b) found that researchers’ own serendipitous experiences involved a 
mix of unexpectedness and insight that led to valuable, unanticipated outcomes.

2 .4 INFORMATION ENCOUNTERING
Erdelez (1997) recognized the existence of the unexpected and accidental discovery 
of useful or interesting information when users look for specific information (i.e., 
looking for books in the library catalog) or during browsing activity when one “gath-
ers information while scanning an information space without an explicit purpose” 
(p. 423). She identified four dimensions to investigate this behavior: information 
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user (who encountered information), environment (setting in which information was 
encountered), information (what was encountered), and information need (the need 
addressed with encountered information). 

The user dimension encompasses behavioral, cognitive, and affective elements 
of the information encounter as experienced by information users. To examine these 
elements, she asked users what activities they were doing prior to and after IE. She 
categorized the activities performed immediately before IE as either information-re-
lated or non-information-related. Cognitive and affective aspects of the user dimension 
were examined by comparing thoughts and feelings experienced by respondents im-
mediately before and immediately after the IE. Under user dimension, Erdelez (1997) 
identified four different types of information encounterers:

• Super-encounterers: those who rely on bumping into information as a 
method for information acquisition and often encounter information 
related to them;

• Encounterers: those who often come across information but do not see a 
connection between information encountering and other aspects of their 
information behavior;

• Occasional Encounterers: those who sometimes encounter information but 
do not see this as more than luck; and

• Non-Encounterers: those who seldom experience encountering informa-
tion (p. 417).

The personal characteristics of super-encounterers included “curiosity, desire for explora-
tion, [and] interest in different hobbies and various subject areas” (Erdelez, 1997, p. 417).

The information environment dimension encompasses physical places and infor-
mation sources where users encounter information. Erdelez and Rioux (2000) stated 
that IE can be experienced in various environments, including “libraries and retail 
environments, on the web, while watching TV, or during any other type of human 
activity that broadly involves information behavior” (p. 220).

Having analyzed the nature of the information encountered, Erdelez divided 
the encountered content into problem-related and interest-related. Problem-related 
information was useful and applicable to some identifiable areas, such as finding a 
hotel room. Interest-related information addressed some areas of “general interest or 
concern,” and its usefulness was vague (Erdelez, 1997, p. 416). 

Erdelez classified information needs associated with IE into three groups: pres-
ent, future, and past needs of individuals. She found that the majority of needs related 
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to IE addressed present needs on respondents’ list of things to do. Only a few IE 
experiences addressed future information needs, such as the need to attend a certain 
event in the future. Erdelez (1997) also found that individuals not only address their 
own information needs but also the needs of others.

Erdelez (2000) studied information encountering on the web and concluded 
that the “serendipitous or accidental discovery of information is not some second-rate, 
haphazard behavior but a form of information acquisition complementary to other ac-
tive and problem-specific types of information behavior” (p. 369). In a follow-up study, 
Erdelez and Rioux (2000) identified that even short Internet sessions might trigger IE 
experiences that result in useful information for users themselves and others, given the 
richness of this environment. They found that users are “excited when they acciden-
tally come across information useful to others while they are on the web and they feel 
good about helping others by sharing this information” (p. 227). The most common 
sharing method was copying and pasting URL links in email messages and adding a 
personal note. Their findings highlighted the fact that information encountering could 
address not only the needs of the user who encounters a given piece of information, 
but also the needs of other people (e.g., friends, family, co-workers). Erdelez’s (2000) 
initial model of Information Encountering identified the “functional components” of 
an information encountering episode:

• Noticing: unexpected information catches user’s attention;

• Stopping: temporarily diverted from some other activity that was under 
way, user attends to the information encountered;

• Examination: user becomes involved in the information encountered, by 
reading it or exploring it in some other way;

• Storing: user mentally or physically saves the information for some future 
use;

• Use: encountered information is used for personal needs and/or shared 
with others;

• Returning: user returns to the activity that was interrupted with IE (p. 
369).

Erdelez’s (2004) revised IE model (Figure 2.1) focused on active information 
seeking. This new model assumes that information users switch from the foreground 
task of finding specific information to a background interest or problem-related task 
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during the IE process. Accordingly, Erdelez slightly changed the description of the 
steps involved in IE: 

• Noticing: the perception of encountered information;

• Stopping: the interruption of the initial information seeking activity;

• Examining: the assessment of usefulness of the encountered information;

• Capturing: the extraction and saving of the encountered information for 
future use;

• Returning: the reconnection with the initial information seeking task (p. 
1015).

Figure 2.1: IE Model (Erdelez, 2004). 

The steps described as Storing and Use in her previous model (Erdelez, 2000) 
were changed to the Capturing step. Erdelez noted that the described steps may not 
necessarily be present in each IE episode, because “the mode of their fulfillment will 
depend on the characteristics of the specific information environment” (p. 1015). She 
also recognized the possibility that IE occurrences could be facilitated by the “paral-
lel presence of various situations in people’s everyday lives that can be defined very 
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broadly as problems,” each with different levels of specificity, urgency, and complexity 
(p. 1015). People’s information needs depend on these discrete problems, which causes 
them to switch to the background problems in their minds even during active searches 
for information not related to those problems. Given the limitations of the human 
perceptual system when seeking information, a person typically attends to only one 
problem at a time (Erdelez, 2004).

This study explores IEON from a holistic perspective including social, behav-
ioral, cognitive, and affective dimensions, based on the dissertation data collected by 
the first author. We applied Erdelez’s (1997) conceptual framework of IE, which pro-
vides theoretical and methodological guidance to investigate the ambiguous nature of 
serendipitous news discovery. This study also aims to evaluate the IE model (Erdelez, 
2000) in the process of serendipitous news discovery because this model encompasses 
both active information seeking and browsing, which are applicable in online news 
reading behavior. The present study proposes that online news consumption happens 
in an ELIS context (Savolainen, 1995) and that people read online news both actively 
with a certain goal and passively without predetermined goals.
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CHAPTER 3

Methods

3 .1 STUDY DESIGN METHODS
In order to capture respondents’ subjective explanations of their IEON behavior, we 
employed an explanatory mixed method design (Creswell and Clark, 2007), which 
uses qualitative data to build upon initial quantitative results. This design is suitable 
when the researcher uses quantitative participant characteristics to guide purposeful 
sampling for a qualitative phase. 

We first used surveys to collect data on respondents’ general news reading be-
havior and their self-awareness regarding IEON. Quantitative data provided a general 
picture of news consumers’ online news reading behavior. To find people who read 
news online, we applied purposeful and convenience sampling (Lincoln and Guba, 
1985) for this study. The logic and power of purposeful sampling is derived from 
the emphasis on in-depth understanding, leading to information-rich cases (Patton, 
2002). We recruited participants through the website of the local Columbia, Missouri, 
newspaper the Columbia Missourian by and through email invitations via the mailing 
lists of several local institutions. Through this process, we collected 146 completed and 
valid questionnaires. Two-thirds of the survey respondents (67%) were over the age 
of 31; about 23% were over the age of 51; and only 2% were under the age of 20. By 
gender, the pool of respondents was more female (60%) than male (40%). Just over 
half of the respondents (52%) reported that they had graduate or professional degrees, 
followed by 19% with four-year college degrees and 18% with some college-level 
education. The Internet was their dominant source for news gathering. About 73% of 
respondents reported that they “always” use the Internet as a primary source of news 
events and 27% said they do this “sometimes.” Friends were reported as the second-
most prominent source of news, followed by radio. About 59% of respondents to this 
question said they “sometimes” get informed about news events from their friends, and 
about 34% reported they “always” use radio to get informed about news. Due to the 
sampling method employed in this study, our findings are not generalizable beyond 
the study sample.

Descriptive statistical analysis of the survey helped us select a diverse group 
of individuals to follow up with in the qualitative part of this study. We selected the 
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interview respondents based on their level of awareness about their IEON experi-
ences. Four questions in the survey were designed to measure the self-awareness of 
respondents regarding their IEON in two different contexts: (1) while browsing news 
online, or (2) during other non-news related activities. Based on the survey feedback 
we attempted to identify the four types of information encounterers as categorized 
by Erdelez (1997): super-encounterers, encounterers, occasional encounterers, and 
non-encounterers. The majority of survey respondents reported that they experience 
serendipitous news discovery “very often” or “often.” Three-quarters of the respondents 
said they “very often” or “fairly often” come across interesting news stories online when 
they browse the Internet for other purposes than news reading. Seventy-eight percent 
reported that they find interesting news stories at times when they browse the news 
websites without a specific goal in mind. Because the majority of responses were on 
the higher end of the scale (options “very often” or “often”), we decided to conduct 
follow-up interviews with respondents equally represented from both categories of 
responses. In order to get rich and diverse feedback from respondents, the additional 
criteria for the selection of interview participants were the news reading and non-news 
reading context of IEON, the top five online news sources they used, and demographic 
variables (e.g., age, gender, ethnicity, education).

The in-depth interviews were conducted with 20 respondents with the ap-
plication of a critical incident technique (Flanagan, 1954), explication interviews 
(Urquhart et al., 2003), and think-aloud (Nielsen, 1993) methods. All interviews 
were recorded with Morae 3.0, a software that can capture audio and video input, 
and also interactions with the computer. To suit the needs of the respondents, two 
of the interview sessions were conducted at the home and the office of the respective 
respondents. The remaining 18 interviews took place in a university information ex-
perience laboratory. 

Consistent with core principles of grounded theory, we continued to inter-
view respondents and analyze data until we reached saturation (Glaser and Strauss, 
1967). Selection of interview respondents aimed to include the maximum variation 
of information-rich cases and to reach a point of theoretical saturation, which refers 
to the (non)emergence of new properties, categories, or relationships. Once the body 
of data no longer offered new distinctions of conceptual import, categories were de-
scribed as “saturated,” and no further evidence about experiences of IEON in daily 
news consumption was collected (Dey, 1999). The main goal of this study was not to 
find generalizable results but to get a deeper understanding about news consumers’ 
IEON experiences.
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About 40% of the interview respondents were male and 60% of them were 
female. The majority of the interview respondents (70%) were between the ages of 20 
and 40; about 25% were over the age of 40; and only 5% of them were under the age 
of 20. The majority of the interview respondents (70%) stated that they have some 
graduate work and/or a graduate/professional degree. About 40% were students, 5% 
were employed part time, and 55% were employed full time. Appendix 1 provides basic 
demographics of the interview respondents. For confidentiality reasons, each respon-
dent was coded with an “R” followed by an assigned number. 

Each interview session started with the critical incident technique and then 
proceeded with an explication interview and think-aloud method. We identified the 
critical incident technique developed by Flanagan during his work in the U.S. Army 
Air Forces Aviation Psychology Program (1954) as a flexible set of principles that 
could be modified for the investigation of IEON. This technique is used “to collect 
data on observations previously made which are reported from memory (Flanagan, 
1954, p. 339). The main goal of this method is to obtain recent incidents to insure 
that they are representative of actual happenings of certain behavior. We also used 
the explication interviewing technique developed by Vermersch (1994), drawing on 
Piaget’s theory of how experience is processed into reflection. The technique seeks to 
help people progress from a pre-reflected to a reflected experience and is thus relevant 
for studying IEON. We determined that the think-aloud method (Nielsen, 1993), 
commonly used for psychological research and in evaluation of human-computer in-
terfaces, could further enrich our data. The key point of this method is to engage the 
participants with the actual information activity and to ask them to verbally reflect 
their thoughts, feelings, and actions.

During the critical incident portion of the interview, we asked respondents to 
take a moment and attempt to recall their most recent experience of stumbling upon 
a news story online. Further, we asked them to elicit the details of each incident: how 
this incident happened, what story they came across, and what activities they were 
doing when they stumbled upon the news story. Some of these questions were adapted 
from interview guides Erdelez (1995) used in her study of IE. 

When respondents began sharing their critical incident stories of IEON, they 
were asked to share information about their general tendency to stumble on informa-
tion and to define IEON in their daily news reading context. Because respondents 
had various perceptions of IEON, we attempted to reach a common ground in terms 
of understanding IEON with the use of active interview technique (Holstein and 
Gubrium, 1995). Respondents were asked how, where, and how often they experienced 
IEON and how they felt about this experience. Once they gained an understanding of 
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IEON, they were able to elaborate more about their general tendency to be exposed to 
news incidentally and the places and frequency of this behavior.

During think-aloud sessions, the respondents were situated in front of desktop 
computers. We asked them to engage in online news reading and take us through their 
typical routine. This process attempted to capture in real time potential IEON expe-
riences and also facilitate recall of specific IEON episodes reported in respondents’ 
critical incident stories. The respondents we also encouraged to identify specific inter-
face design features that triggered IEON. The Morae software enabled us to capture 
respondents’ immediate interactions with the online news sites, providing a recording 
of their reactions and many nuances about their IEON, online news reading behavior, 
and trigger elements for IEON in general. 

3 .2 DATA ANALYSIS
Qualitative data from the 20 interviews were fully transcribed electronically through a 
professional transcription service. All transcripts were imported to QSR NVivo 8.0, a 
qualitative data analysis software package. We analyzed the three parts of the qualita-
tive data (critical incident stories, general interviews, think-aloud sessions) separately 
and performed data triangulation. The direct quotes that appear in this book were 
edited for clarity of expression and readability.

The main goal of the qualitative data analysis was to find the emergent themes 
relevant to the research questions aimed at exploring the nature of IEON in the ELIS 
context. The key concepts from the IE conceptual framework were used in a deductive 
analysis process. The grounded theory approach (Strauss and Corbin, 1998) was used 
to analyze qualitative data by means of inductive analysis. This approach was chosen 
as the most appropriate analytic strategy for the present study because it allows the 
development of the coding scheme to be informed both by existing theoretical models 
and by the data itself. We employed open coding, axial coding, and constant compari-
son techniques (Corbin and Strauss, 2008), using existing and emerging codes. Corbin 
and Strauss (2008) have described “constant comparison” as the process of comparing 
each incident in the data with other “incidents for similarities and differences” (p. 73).
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CHAPTER 4

Perception of IEON
The first set of questions that guided our research includes: How does the phenom-
enon of serendipitous news discovery manifest itself, and where does it take place in 
everyday news consumption? What is serendipitous news discovery for news consum-
ers? What are their perceptions of this behavior?

4 .1 ONLINE NEWS CONSUMERS AND THEIR 
PERCEPTION OF IEON

The evidence from 25 critical incident cases of IEON experiences (Table 4.1) and 
interviews with think-aloud sessions revealed that individuals’ perceptions of IEON 
are based on both their perceptions of news and their online news consumption habits. 

Table 4.1: Summary of IEON incidents
ID Example of the IEON Incident
R1 Encountered a news story about the local lady who helps newcomers to the 

city at local newspaper’s website.
R2 Incident 1: Encountered a YouTube award situation in Saint Louis at local 

newspaper’s site.
Incident 2: Encountered a story about alleged gun fighting in local city park 
while she was reading local newspaper’s website.

R3 Encountered a story about gay marriage in Iowa at The New York Times 
website while he was sitting in economics class.

R4 Encountered a story about the trial of the Pirate Bay (a site for illegal 
downloading of TV shows and movies in Europe) at Boing Boing site 
during his ritualistic news reading in the morning.

R5 Encountered a story about the merger of Sun Microsystems with Oracle in 
his email during his habitual email checking in the morning. Clicked on a 
story and went to Ning social networking site.

R6 Encountered a story about an 11-year-old boy who was bullied and com-
mitted suicide at CNN.com site while he was multitasking on his computer.

R7 Encountered a story about the rescue of a captain by Navy Seals when she 
went to local newspaper’s site to check classifieds on furniture.
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R8 Encountered a story about the changes in teachers’ jobs in the local school 
in Indianapolis, where he lived before moving to the city. He had a goal to 
sell his house and visited the Indianapolis Star newspaper’s site. 

R9 Incident 1: Encountered a story about the entertainer who was mentioned 
in the conversation with her spouse when she went online later in the eve-
ning.
Incident 2: Encountered news/information about project management in 
her email while doing work-related email communication.
Incident 3: Heard news about a swine flu outbreak on the radio while driv-
ing.
Incident 4: Heard about the pandemic’s spread of swine flu from colleague 
first and checked online at The New York Times when she got on her com-
puter.

R10 Encountered a story about the newly elected president of South Africa 
being a polygamist at morningnews.com while he was taking a break during 
his work.

R11 Incident 1: Encountered a story about the top five things about H1N1 not 
to panic over while she was checking her own portal with RSS feeds from 
news organizations.
Incident 2: Heard about a story about immigrants on radio, then she fol-
lowed up this story online.

R12 Encountered a story about President Barack Obama’s judicial nomination of 
Judge David Hamilton to the United States 7th Circuit Court of Appeals in 
subscribed email from NewsMatch.com during her evening routine on the 
Internet.

R13 Encountered a headline about an interview with Douglas Rushkoff, an ad-
vocate of local currencies, on Google Reader during his break on computer.

R14 Encountered a story about the probation of the university health center 
while she was checking local newspaper’s website looking for a story about a 
shooting on campus.

R15 Encountered a story about the first anniversary of an earthquake in China 
while browsing the news on Next China, a news site for Chinese people 
living abroad.

R16 Encountered a story about Sarah Palin’s (vice presidential candidate in 
2008 U.S. elections) reputation at Digg.com during her morning routine of 
checking news sites as a break from work.
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R17 Encountered a news story about Susan Boyle (a Scottish singer who came 
to international public attention when she appeared as a contestant on the 
British reality TV program Britain’s Got Talent) at the Yahoo! homepage 
when she went to this site to check her email.

R18 Encountered a story about the student with swine flu while she was check-
ing her email.

R19 Encountered a story about how the Chinese government is handling a 
swine flu case at the Christian Science Monitor website while he was writing 
a research paper on his computer.

R20 Encountered a story about the divorce controversy from the TV 
reality-show John and Kate Plus 8 when she checked her Hotmail account at 
the MSN site.

4 .1 .1 THE TYPES OF NEWS STORIES INDIVIDUALS COME 
ACROSS ONLINE

We analyzed the encountered news stories in terms of their content, source, and geo-
graphical emphasis. The following eight themes were identified as topics of inciden-
tally exposed news stories: 

1. personal safety (5 cases)

2. politics (5)

3. entertainment/leisure (4)

4. technology (3)

5. business (3)

6. crime (1)

7. education (1)

8. disaster (1)

The five cases related to personal safety involved stories about swine flu, which 
was a prominent issue during the time frame of study data collection. Stories about 
swine flu were mostly related to spread of this disease. Five respondents reported that 
they were incidentally exposed to political news stories, including gay marriage reg-
ulation, loss of popularity of a political candidate, U.S. Supreme Court nomination, 
hostage rescue, and a backlash against Mexican immigrants.

4 .1 ONLINE NEWS CONSUMERS AND THEIR PERCEPTION OF IEON
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4 .1 .2 THE TYPES OF ONLINE NEWS SOURCES AS AN 
ENVIRONMENT FOR IEON

Respondents shared that they came across news through the following types of sources: 
websites of traditional news media organizations, email, news sites not affiliated with 
mainstream media (alternative media sources on the Internet), social networking sites, 
and sources outside of the Internet.

The news stories reported in critical incident stories originated from a variety 
of sources:

• Local newspaper websites: Columbia Daily Tribune, Indianapolis Star ;

• National newspaper websites: The New York Times, Christian Science Mon-
itor ;

• Websites for specific communities (professional and ethnic): Ning, Chi-
nese community website;

• National TV websites: CNN, MSNBC;

• News portals: MSN, Yahoo!;

• Alternative online news sources: Digg, Boing Boing, News Match, The 
Morning News (http://www.themorningnews.org);

• Radio;

• Other: spouse, friend, Google reader, email.

Of the events described in the news stories, 2 stories were local, 12 were na-
tional, and 9 were international. One local news story concerned a local woman who 
helped connect the business community of Columbia, Missouri, to newcomers to the 
area. The other local story featured a teacher making changes in a community (India-
napolis, Indiana) where the respondent (R8) previously lived.

4 .1 .3 THE TYPES OF ONLINE NEWS READERS
Responses suggested that while some respondents still identify news as tied to tradi-
tional media, others hold a much broader perception of news that goes beyond what 
is reported by professional journalists. This latter category of respondents considered 
every piece of information they found online as news, and some considered anything 
that enhances their understanding of events happening in the world as news. A few 
respondents perceived news in terms of information related to their work and pro-
fessional needs. 

http://www.themorningnews.org/
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A detailed analysis of respondents’ online news consumption revealed four types 
of news readers: avid news readers, news avoiders, news encounterers, and crowd surfers. 
These types were based on respondents’ news consumption habits, irrespective of edu-
cation, occupation, and other demographic variables.

Avid news readers follow their lifelong habits in reading news. They have estab-
lished habits of checking a number of online news sites affiliated with professional 
news organizations, including the websites of local, hometown, and national newspa-
pers and radio and TV channels. Some of them also follow Facebook and Twitter feeds 
of these news organizations and receive RSS feeds in their email. Avid news readers 
trust traditional media more than the other three types of news readers. 

News avoiders do not follow the general news events covered by the mainstream 
media or visit alternative news sources or aggregate news websites. They try to avoid 
major news outlets because the negative news that dominates in these channels makes 
them upset, depressed, frustrated, and angry. They feel a lack of control over the events 
covered in the news and would rather spend their time focusing on job- and hobby- or 
interest-related information. In many cases these people reported getting news from 
their spouses and friends, who served as filters of undesirable news.

News encounterers have no established habit of checking certain news sources 
on a daily basis. Unlike avid news readers, their online news reading is random and 
depends much on the stories they encounter in different contexts, both online and in 
their physical environments with radio and personal communication. This group of 
news consumers truly enjoys the richness of Internet content. They take advantage of 
any opportunity to gain exposure to news on the Internet.

Crowd surfers read news on sites such as Digg because they believe in the wis-
dom of the crowd. They read “newsworthy” stories voted on by visitors to the site rather 
than relying on the stories selected by journalists. They are very critical of mainstream 
media news coverage and check for spin in news stories, reading comments and dis-
cussion related to news stories.

4 .1 .4 PERCEPTION OF IEON
Respondents used the following expressions to describe their IEON experience: en-
counter/come across/stumble upon news, accidental discovery of news, serendipitous 
discovery of a news story, find news unintentionally/accidentally, bump into some 
news unexpectedly, finding out unexpected knowledge/result, finding random things 
that one would not expect.

Many respondents explained that IEON happens as something interesting 
“catches their eye.” Most stated that they were not aware of this behavior prior to our 

4 .1 ONLINE NEWS CONSUMERS AND THEIR PERCEPTION OF IEON
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interviews. Once their attention was drawn to IEON, they commented that this is a 
very common experience, but they typically do not actively think about the process of 
how it happens. 

At the other end of the spectrum of awareness level, there were a few respon-
dents who said they intentionally experienced IEON from sites such as the Drudge 
Report, Gawker, Yahoo! portals, Digg, Boing Boing, Slate, and StumbleUpon. These 
nontraditional news sites have “inflammatory” and “obvious” headlines (R11), with “a 
ton of random links,” which allowed respondents to find “interesting things” just by 
“clicking on something” (R14).

Most respondents tried to define IEON based on their presence or lack of in-
tention to find news while coming across it serendipitously. However, the concept of 
intention itself received different interpretations. A few respondents felt strongly that 
the meaning of IEON should be restricted to experiences when the intention of the 
primary activity was not related to news reading. These respondents defined IEON as 
coming across news when they were doing “something not related to news,” such as 
checking email or visiting social media sites. R17, for example, defined IEON as “see-
ing news” while she is doing something else, mainly on the Yahoo! site. R5 similarly 
said that he would not consider anything found while browsing Digg (http://digg.
com) as IEON because he is “actually expecting to run into unexpected information,” 
compared to expecting a “business as usual experience” while checking his email, where 
he does not come across unexpected information. Conversely, other respondents per-
ceived IEON in the news browsing context and included experiences of coming across 
unexpected, unusual, or interesting news items while they visited online news sites. R1 
said that she came across a news story about the local lady who helps newcomers to 
the city when she was browsing the website of the local newspaper. R2 also reported 
encountering a story about alleged gun fighting in a local city park during her ritu-
alistic visit to the local newspaper’s website. Finally, a couple of respondents pointed 
out that everything they do on the Internet leads to IEON because of the nature of 
the Internet. This explanation is related to the information architecture of the Inter-
net, which provides a very information-rich environment and blurs the boundaries of 
media sources.

The above two types of perceptions of IEON could be attributed to differing 
perceptions of news itself, which in turn affects news consumption behaviors and 
the sources of news people use in their daily lives. The four types of news consumers 
(avid news readers, news avoiders, news encounterers, and crowd surfers) show how 
the potential outcomes of IEON could vary in diversity, quality, and volume of news 
consumed. As compared to avid news readers, who mainly consume news from a 

http://digg.com/
http://digg.com/
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limited number of often traditional media news sites, the other three groups of news 
consumers have better opportunities to be exposed to news from different sources.

Respondents’ perceptions of IEON could be thus divided into two groups: (1) 
IEON in a news reading context—finding unexpected, unusual, off-the-wall, bizarre 
news during news browsing, and (2) IEON in a non-news-reading context—finding 
news during non-news-related online activities (email checking, visiting social net-
working sites).

4 .2 IEON IN A NEWS READING CONTEXT
Respondents perceived IEON in a news reading context when they found unusual, 
curiosity-piquing, or knowledge-enhancing information during their regular online 
news browsing process. These people typically belong to a category of avid news 
readers or crowd surfers. While some respondents followed their habit of reading 
news online at certain times of the day, others went to the news sites while looking 
for a mental break or for an escape from boredom. Compared to news avoiders, these 
respondents were not as sensitive to news events and reported real joy in IEON expe-
riences, likening it to “discovering treasure.” 

Many respondents reported that IEON simply happens when something 
catches their eye, but only some were consciously aware of this behavior. R9 said that 
while she experiences IEON pretty frequently, she does not think about its process. 
The absence of meta-cognitive awareness made it difficult for respondents to define 
IEON, as illustrated by R2, who said “sometimes, something happens and I didn’t 
know it happened,” and that sometimes stories are “just so outrageous that you just 
have to look.”

Surprise and strong emotional responses emerged as major factors differentiat-
ing IEON from typical news browsing. Respondents in this group defined IEON as 
finding unusual, weird, interesting, bizarre, unexpected, eye-catching, outrageous, or off-
the-wall news. For example, R4 constantly stumbles upon news stories at Boing Boing 
and Slashdot. He commented that Slashdot focuses on technology and science, but it 
also has content that “just gets thrown in about random things you really wouldn’t ex-
pect,” while Boing Boing focuses on absurdity and oddity. R4 explained that he never 
knows what is going to be on these sites and often finds “weird” news. Likewise, R3 
said he mainly reads national newspapers online, but he also visits the gossip news site 
Gawker, which he described as his “guilty pleasure.” He explained that he reads this 
site to be informed about news that “everyone was talking about” and added that by 
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reading only The New York Times and the Washington Post, he would not be exposed to 
these type of news stories.

Many cases of IEON occurred when respondents followed news stories on top-
ics they were curious about. These respondents conceptualized IEON as encountering 
news stories about topics that they did not know, did not hear about before, or had missed 
reading. For example, R4 reported that, while on Boing Boing, he encountered a news 
story about a site for illegal downloading of TV shows and movies. He commented 
that he was expecting to find such news at some point, but he did not actively “seek 
out” this particular story knowing that it would find him eventually. R16 shared that, 
during a break from work, she browsed through news headlines and came across a link 
to a news story about vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin at Digg.com that took 
her to The Huffington Post. She was able to have this IEON experience because she was 
not looking for anything specific. If she was actively “searching for something” she may 
not have clicked on the unrelated story link. Similarly, R6 said that he stumbles upon 
news when he visits the websites of MSNBC and CNN, although he very rarely goes 
there for “a specific purpose.”

Only in a few cases did the respondents come across an unexpected news story 
while visiting online news sites to look for specific information or news stories. R14 
heard from her husband about a gunman on the campus and was concerned about her 
safety. While looking for the news story about the gunman, she found on the same 
website a list of other stories and then clicked on a link to a different, unrelated story 
about the health center.

4 .3 IEON IN A NON-NEWS-READING CONTEXT
Perception of IEON in a non-news-reading context means that people unintentionally 
find news while engaged in activity unrelated to news reading, such as checking email 
messages, visiting social networking sites, and so on. This pattern was most visible 
among news encounterers who stated that their online news reading is random and 
happens mostly through IEON. They stated that given the abundance of informa-
tion on the Internet, seeking out news intentionally is no long necessary. They have a 
feeling of being inundated with media and “constantly being shot with news.” News 
encounterers acknowledged that news is so widespread on the Internet that almost 
everything is incidental because they run into “a thousand headlines” daily.

For example, R14 stated that she does not seek news but mostly relies on IEON. 
She said she gets news from Yahoo! or MSNBC portals and sometimes clicks on in-
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teresting links in Facebook when there is a status update about some news topic. She 
does not usually go directly to news websites unless her husband sends her direct links.

R9 shared that she does not need to look for news because she lives in a very 
dynamic and media-rich environment that allows her to stumble across information. 
She called this media environment “too extreme” and news “so fragmented.” The con-
stant presence of overwhelming news gives her the feeling of living in an “attention 
deficit disorder society” with too many opportunities for stumbling upon things and 
makes it difficult to focus. R9 expects IEON to be the typical way she gets her daily 
news. She defined IEON as “a kind of serendipitous discovery of news stories,” which 
is propelled by advertisers, who are trying to say “hey, look over here, this is more 
interesting.” She explained that through IEON she discovers news that she was not 
aware of otherwise.

R17, a 25-year-old graduate student, also described IEON as her standard way 
to get the news. She said that she doesn’t need to search for news, because every time 
she checks her email, she glances at Yahoo! news and finds the top news of the day. 
She also comes across news stories on Facebook when her friends post links to news 
stories or in the office from contacts with her co-workers.

R18, a 38-year-old professor of medicine, also does not read online news ac-
tively by going directly to specific news websites. Instead, she stays informed about 
daily news by listening to the radio when she drives and also comes across news on 
the Internet. She reported that she is “oblivious” to news unless she is incidentally ex-
posed to it. Once some news catches her attention, her behavior changes from passive 
to active and she follows up the news stories on CNN and in The New York Times. 
Time-saving seemed to be a major factor in her news reading behavior because she 
feels that getting news through IEON wastes less time.

IEON is also the main way to get news for news avoiders. R14 said she does not 
search for news. because mainstream media covers too many depressing stories. R13, 
a 25-year-old web developer, tries to stay away from the news from the major news 
networks and instead finds it on blogs and social networking tools, which provide links 
to ongoing events from people in a specific location. He gets exposed to news “inci-
dentally” through Twitter feeds by different people and stories posted in places like 
Boing Boing. He appreciates this type of news exposure directly from other people’s 
perspectives rather than from “fair and balanced” media “hidden behind [a] mask,” 
such as CNN, which has “their filter of perception.”

Compared to respondents who experienced IEON in a news reading context, 
respondents who encountered news while completing unrelated activities clearly de-
fined IEON based on the initial intention of news reading. R18 noted that she would 
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not consider finding interesting news on an online news site to be IEON, because she 
goes there “with the intent to find out” what she didn’t know. She added that IEON is 
information that she did not look for, something which “catches” her eye. She recalled 
incidentally seeing a news story about how a fellow student was infected by swine flu 
while visiting home in China. She found this story on a website following a link from 
her email while she was looking up information for her education.

4 .4 EMOTIONAL DIMENSION OF IEON
We asked the respondents about their thoughts and feelings toward IEON after they 
shared their critical incident stories. Nineteen out of 20 respondents said that they 
have positive feelings about this behavior and described their feelings and experiences 
as “lucky,” “exciting,” “happy,” “wonderful,” “fun,” and “amusing.” They said that they 
“love” and “enjoy” IEON.

Some respondents noted the impact of the event described in the encountered 
news because of connections to their personal life, work, family, and community. The 
story about the 11-year-old boy’s suicide was particularly provoking to R6. During 
news reading, he thought about himself, particularly his own experiences “growing up 
and maturing.” This story also led to thoughts of the experiences of his future children, 
whom R6 hoped would never be so seriously bullied. R15 was happy to read about 
construction work after the earthquake in China, but at the same time she was worried 
about the quality of the buildings in case the area had another bad earthquake. 

Due to the nature of encountered news content and its outcomes, the memora-
bility of the experience distinguished IEON behavior from typical and habitual news 
consumption. Emotions associated with IEON play a prominent role in the outcomes 
and satisfaction of respondents. The respondents felt excited to find a news item that 
corresponded to their interests, satisfied when the news item confirmed their values, 
or reassured when it comforted their worries. They felt socially empowered by finding 
out more about current topics of debate or empathic when they encountered news 
stories with which they identified. The surprise element of the unexpected encoun-
ter strengthened the emotional reaction to news. They described obtaining potential 
beneficial outcomes from reading the news stories they came across. These include 
emotional outcomes (Yadamsuren and Heinström, 2011), gaining knowledge, making 
personal connections, changing perspectives, and others. 
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CHAPTER 5

The Process of IEON
Our next task was to examine the process of IEON by focusing on the behavioral, 
cognitive, and affective characteristics associated with this behavior with the help of 
the IE model developed by Erdelez (2000) and introduced in Chapter 1.

5 .1 TRIGGERS FOR IEON
The most prominent trigger elements leading to IEON were eye-catching and/or cap-
tivating headlines. The respondents followed their browsing strategies to scan certain 
specifically designated areas on news sites, such as “most popular,” “most read,” “most 
emailed,” “most viewed,” related links, and top stories. Respondents also mentioned the 
following design elements: photos, pictures, fonts, headlines, videos, sponsored links, 
and links to affiliated websites. The actual physical location of news elements appeared 
to have considerable impact on chance encounters with news online. Respondents also 
reported finding the IEON triggers at various locations on the website: right-side, 
center, top, third column, and bottom links. Respondents stated that certain labels for 
news sections and stories catch their attention and serve as starting points for their 
IEON experiences. These special spots included the right side on the CNN web-
site, related links, top stories, “most popular,” “most read,” “most emailed,” and “most 
viewed” parts of the online news sites. While some respondents use these specific 
locations to navigate and browse online news sites, others pay attention to these areas 
for social needs to converse about important news events.

R10 reported that he “scrolls through the most popular, the most read, the most 
emailed, etc.,” and “rolls down to see” if he missed something on previous days on 
news sites. This process ends when he makes sure that he looked through all of these 
content areas. R3 described how trigger elements differ on various newspaper sites. For 
example, at The New York Times site, he usually goes through all of “the most popular” 
parts. Whereas at the Los Angeles Times, he ignores different labels to read news.

R6 said he encounters the stories at the right sidebar on the CNN website and 
at the “related stories” section on the bottom of the website. He said he clicks on those 
links to see what the Top Ten stories are, even if he is not really interested. In a critical 
incident story, R6 recalled stumbling upon a sad news story about an 11-year-old boy 
who committed suicide after being bullied. He said he typically tries to avoid those 
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stories to be in a good mood, but since this story was the number one most read story, 
it attracted his attention.

Several respondents commented that looking at the “most read” or “most 
emailed” areas helps in social conversations with their colleagues and friends. Accord-
ing to R3, reading the stories in those sections is “a way to find a story that everyone 
else thinks is really cool and everyone’s emailing to each other and commenting on.”

5 .2 STEPS INVOLVED IN IEON
Our findings indicate that all steps (Noticing, Stopping, Examining, Capturing, and 
Returning) described in the IE model were observed in the IEON process. In ad-
dition, we found two steps (Sharing and Wandering Off ) that should be added for 
an IEON process model. In addition, the Examining step from the IE model was 
changed to a Reading step because we found that assessment of encountered informa-
tion happens throughout the IEON process and serves as an important factor in the 
decision-making process for further steps.

5 .2 .1 NOTICING
IEON experience starts with Noticing certain triggers or cues in the online envi-
ronment. This is an important step in IEON as it determines whether an individual 
pursues serendipitous news discovery. On a website, a trigger for IEON is often 
some element of visual design (e.g., photo, image, font color) or structure (e.g., 
headlines, labels, links). An additional aspect of a trigger that facilitates the process 
of noticing is the connection between the content of the news story and the interests 
of the news readers.

Six major themes emerged in our data about the content that triggers IEON: 
urgency of the news story, personal relevance, professional needs, values and beliefs, 
sense of community, and bizarre news. We will illustrate each of these themes with 
examples from the critical incident reports.

Urgency of the News Story

A number of respondents paid attention to certain news stories because of their ur-
gency. Four respondents stated that they were incidentally exposed to stories about 
the swine flu. However, each respondent seemed to have different needs for reading 
the given news story about this subject. During her morning news reading, R11 
noticed a headline on the CNN site concerning the top five things about H1N1 
not to panic over. With a sense of urgency, she followed up on the swine flu story 
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because she wanted to know whether she should buy groceries and other items to 
last for two weeks. 

Personal Relevance

R7 visited the local newspaper’s website to look for furniture and encountered a story 
about the rescue by Navy Seals of a ship captain held hostage. She said that any news 
story on a military topic typically catches her attention because her husband served 
in the military for 12 years and her son was joining soon. Because of that, she felt 
compelled to keep up with events involving the military. She was already familiar with 
the Navy Seals story and was pleased that the news story she encountered included 
some additional detail, which put the narrative “in a different light” in comparison 
with other news sources.

R8 was looking to sell his house in Indianapolis and during his daily routine of 
visiting the Indianapolis Star for this purpose, he incidentally found a news story about 
the changes in teachers’ jobs. Because he used to live and work as a teacher in the area, 
he was drawn to the story out of concern for the job security of his former colleagues.

Professional Needs

In many cases, IEON was triggered when respondents noticed some news stories that 
resonated with their professional interest. R5, a 32-year-old technology project coor-
dinator, reported that he happened to come across a news story about the merger of 
Oracle and Sun Microsystems while following a link provided in an email to the Ning 
social networking site. This story was critical for his work because he used tools de-
veloped by Sun and worried whether Oracle was going to continue to invest resources 
into development of the software he used.

R4 encountered a news story on Boing Boing about the verdict in a software 
piracy case in Switzerland. He explained that his professional needs made him pay 
attention to this story because court decisions about digital media cases may affect his 
work at the university.

R19, a political science student, was routinely checking a list of news sites when 
he came upon a news story at the Christian Science Monitor site about how China was 
handling swine flu cases. He explained that as a future political scientist he was natu-
rally interested in any topics related to democracy in China. 

5 .2 STEPS INVOLVED IN IEON
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Values and Beliefs

Three respondents mentioned that the news stories they incidentally found related to 
their personal values. While browsing The New York Times site during his class, R3, a 
19-year-old journalism student, was excited to notice a headline about gay marriage. 
He explained that this story caught his attention because he is a civil libertarian who 
believes that gay marriage would be the next “battle of civil liberties in this country.”

While checking her email, R12 was incidentally exposed to a news story about 
President Obama’s selection of the nominee for the U.S. Court of Appeals. She noticed 
the headline of the story in an email from NewsMatch.com because the candidate was 
viewed as extremely liberal, with his views on issues such as abortion diverging severely 
from her own conservative stance. She was worried that the nominated judge’s votes 
could affect the environment in which her children will be growing up.

R13 noticed a headline about an interview with a prominent advocate of estab-
lishment of local currencies. This headline appeared on the blog feed from his Google 
Reader news service and attracted his attention because he is involved in a project to 
promote the idea of using a local currency in order to survive without relying on the 
U.S. dollar and the national financial infrastructure.

Sense of Community

A few respondents reported that they came across news stories related to communities 
where they used to live. One such example is R15, who noticed the headline and links 
to news stories about the first anniversary of an earthquake in China while browsing 
the news on Next China, a news site for Chinese people living abroad. She said she 
paid attention to this story because she cares about people in her home country and 
wanted to know what was happening.

Bizarre News

In a few cases, respondents noted that the oddity or bizarreness of a story caught their 
attention and led them to experience IEON. R17 said she came across a news story 
about Susan Boyle (a Scottish singer who came to international public attention when 
she appeared as a contestant on the British reality TV program Britain’s Got Talent) at 
the Yahoo! homepage. She had heard about this story from a friend two days earlier 
and was curious about it.

While reading news at themorningnews.com, R10 was incidentally exposed to a 
news story about a South African president who was a polygamist. While polygamy is 
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culturally acceptable in the South African or Zulu tribe, this is not a common behavior 
among the leaders of the industrialized world, which drew the attention of R10 to the 
story. During the think-aloud session, he demonstrated how he encountered this story 
and showed the exact headline: “Fascinating Consideration of Wife Hierarchy: South 
Africa Will Have a Polygamist President.”

5 .2 .2 STOPPING
In the IE model, Stopping follows Noticing. It is a point when a person interrupts the 
activity that was under way to devote attention to the information that was encoun-
tered. The questions that guided our exploration here are as follows: How does this 
step presents itself in IEON? What happens when somebody notices certain headlines 
or other trigger elements?

All respondents reported that they stopped to read news stories or watch video 
stories they encountered immediately after they noticed interesting (or trigger) head-
lines. A number of factors appear to determine whether a user immediately stopped 
the primary activity to read the encountered news stories: (1) importance, immediacy, 
and relevance of the encountered story; (2) surprising nature of the encountered news 
story; (3) immediate emotional response when users noticed a trigger headline (strong 
positive or negative emotions affect users’ next actions in IEON and the news read-
ing process); (4) context of experiencing IEON (workplace, character of foreground 
task when user was exposed incidentally to news stories, availability of time); and (5) 
personality or individual differences. Depending on these factors, news readers use 
different strategies in their IEON experience: stopping immediately to read the en-
countered story, capturing stories for future reading, and/or sharing.

5 .2 .3 READING
Respondents used various strategies when reading the encountered news stories. This 
process involved reading (the encountered news stories, other related stories, com-
ments), watching news videos, evaluating (finding the stories missed, checking the 
archive of the newspaper, checking accuracy/credibility/trustworthiness of the story by 
looking at other sources for coverage of the same story), and getting outcomes, even 
if they were not immediately visible. Reading encountered news stories also often led 
respondents to more IEON. 

The most commonly reported action following stopping is to read news stories 
or watch video stories that were encountered immediately after noticing interesting 
news headlines. R5 stated that he was shocked to encounter a news story about a po-
tential takeover of the company that is in charge of software he uses for his work. He 
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stopped the process of checking email and not only read the encountered story but 
also posted a question to the discussion board. He described the situation as “an emer-
gency” and said “it was a huge story and it took everyone by surprise.” This “bombshell” 
interrupted his workday.

Several respondents stated that they examine the accuracy, credibility, and trust-
worthiness of encountered news stories. R16 said that she reads Digg.com comments 
to check if there is any spin on news stories. She explained that comments often point 
out biases in stories, offering additional links. R16 shared she believes “in the wisdom 
of crowds” more than she believes “in the wisdom of a single journalist.” She goes 
through the comments quickly to see if there’s anything that jumps out at her. R5 also 
said he reads the comments below the story to get different viewpoints on the inci-
dentally exposed news story. He stressed that the comments are often “more informing 
than the information that is given” in the story.

R4 said that he looks at the name of the news sources and makes judgments 
about trustworthiness, saying he will “pretty much trust right away, at least for basic 
facts,” a name he can recognize or has prior experience with, including the big newspa-
pers. However, he also said that he trusts stories on Boing Boing much more than the 
big sites because they tend to correct themselves very noticeably when they are wrong.

R18 explained that her “perception of the reliability of the site that it is on, 
more so than anything else” helps her determine the credibility of the news story she 
incidentally comes across. She said she has “more faith” in the website of “an academic 
institution” in “whatever they tell.” For other sites, she looks for bias and whether she 
has “a track record of them seeming reliable.” 

5 .2 .4 CAPTURING
Our findings indicate that capturing may be a multi-layer process, involving extraction 
of useful information from the encountered news stories, saving the actual story for 
future reading, or finding a way to save it in order to read it immediately.

A few respondents reported that they captured important information such as 
phone numbers and URLs from encountered news stories. For example, R1 wrote 
down the phone number from the story that she came across in a local newspaper and 
then contacted and met the subject of the article. The majority of the respondents, 
however, stated that they did not capture or save the encountered news stories. R4 
explained that he did not bookmark a news story about a trial in Europe because it 
did not directly affect him enough to reference it in the future or affect anyone else 
that he needed to send it to. R16 said he does not capture the news stories but tries 
to remember them. 
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Those respondents who did capture encountered news stories presented differ-
ent strategies to do so, depending on the nature of the news stories and their relevance. 
We found two different paths for how capturing happens: from the Reading step or 
from the Stopping step. While some respondents captured the encountered news story 
after reading it, others reported that they do not actually stop to read the encountered 
news stories immediately after they notice them. Instead, they use different strategies 
to capture the encountered stories to read later, such as opening new tabs to maintain 
the flow of their primary activity or by saving the story for future reading (bookmark-
ing in browser, marking as “read” in Google News Reader, using Twitter or Facebook, 
sending email, and so forth).

Think-aloud sessions during the interviews revealed that opening new tabs in 
web browsers was the most prominent behavior in the IEON process. After noticing 
interesting stories, many respondents reported that they opened new tabs to keep in-
cidentally exposed news stories and continued the process of news browsing without 
interruption. R4 said he right-clicked the mouse to open a new tab to keep an inci-
dentally exposed news story. He opened several tabs with links from the full article 
in his browser to read later and then continued reading through the rest of the blog. 
He explained that he opens five or six tabs with links that he wants to further explore 
and continues reading for other things he finds interesting so that his news-finding 
task can continue without interruption. After finding all the information of interest to 
him, he starts reading stories and closes tabs for any story that is not interesting. R5 
similarly noted he opens tabs to save a story for later and returns to his work-related 
task. R16 said she opens new tabs to read interesting encountered news stories to make 
it easier to go back to what she was doing before.

Saving encountered news stories for future reading was an important task for 
many respondents during their IEON experiences. Strategies for saving stories in-
cluded bookmarking in their browsers or in social bookmarking (Delicious), sending 
through email, sharing on Twitter, and marking as “read” in Google News Reader. R4 
shared that he uses Google Tool Bar and the Google Bookmarks on his computer 
“throughout the day” to save news sources and interesting stories for future reading 
because he does not have much time to read everything he is interested in during his 
office hours. He said he uses his Delicious account to save his “technology-related” 
bookmarks separately from the information related to his personal interests so that he 
can hand them out to people at work. R10 likewise keeps “unusual” or “interesting” 
stories for future reading. He said he does not print out the stories but instead, as did 
several others, emails the links to news stories to his personal email. R12 said that she 
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saves the interesting news stories in Google News Reader for the “next time” she goes 
back to “browse through all of the news things...found earlier.”

Some respondents stated that posting the link on Facebook or Twitter helped 
them find the encountered news stories later for reading. R13 said he uses the “fa-
vorite” button in Twitter to save the stories for future reading. In case of one critical 
incident story, R13 noted that he did not save a copy of the encountered news story 
about local currencies, because he sent it to his friend on Facebook, thus “leaving a 
trail” to ensure “important things get saved, sort of.” The links to the stories related to 
his interests and hobbies found during his working day are saved for after work. For 
example, he said he saved a six-page interview with Barack Obama and read it on 
his iPhone while “waiting for somebody to show up.” R4 marks the interesting news 
stories in his Google News Reader as “read” for future reading if he is not using his 
own computer, and likes that Google News Reader automatically color codes stories 
that he scrolls through to read.

5 .2 .5 SHARING
Sharing the encountered news stories with others was a prominent behavior in 
IEON. Erdelez and Rioux (2000) found that the sharing of encountered information 
with others is a prominent behavior on the Internet; even “short sessions” on websites 
could trigger IE experiences that “result in useful information for both users them-
selves and for people they know” (p. 229). Ten of our respondents shared encountered 
news stories, using different strategies: sending email, clicking on Share buttons in 
news sites, posting links to Facebook and other social networking sites, posting ques-
tions on online discussion forums, and making personal communications about the 
encountered story.

Many respondents stated that they send emails with links to encountered news 
stories to their family members, colleagues, and friends. R13 sent the link to a video 
story he encountered to several friends “so that they could watch it and probably in the 
future we’ll talk about that.” When R14 encounters something interesting, she copies 
it “real quick” and sends it off to someone.

 A few respondents shared news they found incidentally with friends or spouses 
in person or over the phone. R12 stated that she made a mental note to herself about 
the incidentally exposed news story on the judicial nomination and shared about the 
story with her husband later. When R7 read the encountered news story about the 
captain who was rescued from Somali pirates by Navy Seals, she called her husband 
and told him about the story. She saved the story about the captain at her home so 
that her husband could read it later. During the think-aloud session, she encountered 
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a news story about the lockdown of a local school. She said she would share this story 
with her husband and put this story on their prayer list.

Many respondents described sharing encountered news stories via social net-
working sites and Twitter. R3 said that two-thirds of his tweets have a link to news 
stories that he regards as important, and just under half of his Facebook status updates 
reflect his reactions to important news stories. He used the options to Share or Share 
via Facebook to share, for example, a story about gay marriage he happened to stumble 
upon on The New York Times site. R16 stated that she puts a link on Facebook if she 
thinks a news article is interesting. She shares only certain stories when she wants to 
“evangelize” something. For example, having stumbled upon an article about a shoot-
ing and the associated comments, she found a link to an article with video of a police 
officer demonstrating the differences among different types of guns. Concerned about 
the many “misunderstandings” about gun issues, she posted a link to this story on 
Facebook because it “totally blew her mind.”

5 .2 .6 RETURNING/WANDERING OFF
In order to investigate the Returning step, we examined whether respondents came 
back to the initial website where they were exposed to certain news stories incidentally. 
If people return to these initial websites after they pursue the news stories they come 
across, then how do they know where to return? What factors affect their decision to 
return or wander off?

Our analysis of interview data about general IEON behavior indicates that users 
do not always return to the original task or website where they experience IEON. The 
following factors affect their decisions: nature of the primary activity (initial purpose, 
intention), time availability, time of day, nature of the encountered news story, content 
of the initial website, and social needs to converse about the encountered news story.

Several respondents noted their decision to return or wander off depends on the 
nature of the encountered news story, including its topic, relevance, impact, impor-
tance, complexity, and scope. R8 said that he rarely returns to the previous website, and 
instead, if the story has a direct impact on him, he tends to go to a different section of 
the new site to seek more information. For R7, the decision to return to the primary 
activity or place where she first came across the news depends on her purpose. If her 
goal is to look at classified ads, she returns to her initial task until she finds what she 
was looking for. When she works on a homework assignment, she would return to 
complete it. However, if she was browsing the Internet to see what catches her atten-
tion, she would keep on wandering. The content of the initial site where she encounters 
online news affects her decision in that if she gets enough information and feels done, 
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she won’t go back to that page after wandering away from it; if, however, there is some-
thing more and she wants to “follow all the way through,” she will return to the page. 

Returning

The Returning step appeared to be more defined and easy to recall for respondents. 
In 18 out of 20 cases, respondents returned to what they were doing when they en-
countered news stories. In seven cases, respondents encountered news from email and 
then returned to checking email; ten respondents stated that they returned to the 
online news site where they were exposed to news initially. In three cases, respondents 
switched from reading news to a non-news activity.

Ten respondents reported that they continued reading more news stories on the 
same site after their IEON experience. After encountering a synopsis about the verdict 
in the software piracy case in Switzerland, R4 read the full story and then continued 
reading through the rest of the site. Upon reading a story about the first anniversary 
of an earthquake in China, R15 closed the tab and came back to the Next China news 
website, where she had found the news story. R16 went back to the main page on 
Digg.com and continued browsing for more news stories once she finished reading the 
encountered news story about Sarah Palin and the comments to the story. R11 read 
the encountered story about H1N1 and went back to CNN.com, but nothing more 
interested her on the site and she closed out the page.

Two respondents reported that they went to different sites after their IEON 
experiences during news browsing. After sharing the encountered news story about 
gay marriage in Iowa, R3 did not return to The New York Times site, but he went to 
the Washington Post and Des Moines Register. This was a part of his daily news reading 
habits, which involved switching through bookmarks of a dozen news sources. After 
encountering a news story at The Christian Science Monitor site about how the Chinese 
government was handling swine flu cases, R19 said he did not read the entire article, 
but he went to another website about comic books.

Ten respondents reported that they returned to a non-news-related task/activ-
ity after they were exposed to news incidentally. After reading a story about Oracle 
software and exploring more about the merger of two companies, R5 went back to 
checking his email. R7 reported that she went back to the classified section of the 
local newspaper to continue looking for furniture. R12 went back to her emails after 
reading a news story about a newly nominated judge. R17 returned to her email after 
she read a news story about Susan Boyle on Yahoo! After reading a story about the 
student with swine flu, R18 returned to her work. Upon reading a news story about a 
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divorce controversy from the TV reality-show John and Kate Plus 8 at the MSN site, 
R20 continued her Google search on the topic of dyslexia.

Three respondents reported that they returned to their work after they expe-
rienced IEON. After reading the news story about a South African president that 
he encountered at themorningnews.com during his break, which lasted “somewhere 
between five and seven minutes,” R10 felt satisfied he had read something interesting, 
but not interesting enough to devote it additional attention. He therefore went back 
to his work to be more productive.

When R13 encountered a news story about Douglas Rushkoff during his short 
recess from work, he started watching the video interview on YouTube, but he was 
not able to watch the full video immediately. He said that this video was rather long, 
consisting of five parts, each about eight minutes. R13 watched a video for 10 minutes, 
shared the story with his friends on Facebook, and went back to what he was doing for 
his work. Because this story was very interesting, he went back to the video a couple of 
times throughout the day to finish it, and eventually watched the whole thing.

Wandering Off 

Many people often do not return to the initial location where they encountered news. 
Instead, they wander off or switch to an intentional search for different information 
following their IEON experience.

R6 said his decision of returning or wandering off depends on the scope of the 
news story and his social needs to converse about this news. If the encountered news is 
“a huge story,” he “may see…what other people are saying,” whereas for news “not a lot 
of people may be talking about,” he “won’t really look into other pieces.” If the topic is 
“a huge thing,” he may even visit Wikipedia and “look it up” to get “general informa-
tion about it.” Going to Wikipedia might cause him to explore further the topic of the 
encountered news story, going “off on a lot of tangents.” R8 reported that he wanders 
off more than he would like to admit. He said that he “goofs around” too much on the 
Internet thinking that he is going to learn something. He noted that if the story is of 
direct relevance to him, he tends to look for more information. R9 also admitted that 
she wanders off in most cases because she is overwhelmed with a “barrage of informa-
tion that is coming all the time.” She accused our “culture of attention deficit disorder” 
of making it “hard to filter and focus.” R14 likewise said her decision to wander off at 
work “depends” on time available and whether she is bored. Two respondents said they 
usually return to the primary activity. R18 said that, in most cases, she returns to the 
original task of checking email after she is exposed to news incidentally. Especially if 
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the trigger was not the last thing that she needed to open in her inbox, she goes back 
to finish checking emails.

R19 explained that he does not pursue the news stories he accidentally runs into 
because he is concerned about losing focus and spending hours without accomplishing 
anything. He commented that the news stories he encounters are not very important 
to him because they confirm facts or merely look into topics from another perspective. 
He described some news stories, such as celebrity news, he runs across as trivial.
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CHAPTER 6

Conceptual Framework of 
IEON

6 .1 DEFINITION OF IEON 
Our findings indicate that IEON is a complex behavior, deeply embedded in the 
daily news consumption habits of individuals. With the numerous technological 
advancements in news delivery, people have much more flexible and rich media en-
vironments, as compared to the traditional media outlets of the past, which follow a 
pre-determined schedule to disseminate news. Interview respondents stated that they 
are inundated with media, “soaked in media,” “constantly being shot with news,” and 
living in an “attention deficit disorder society,” overloaded with news and information. 
They called the Internet an “interwoven network of news and information.” We found 
that online news consumption behavior, including IEON, is affected by respondents’ 
lifestyle, work, interests/hobbies, access to the Internet, available time, and their emo-
tional feelings. These findings are partially supported by Pentina and Tarafdar (2014). 
They found that paucity of time and busy lifestyle, as well as general attitude toward 
the news are the contextual factors affecting online news consumers when they decide 
on different strategies (e.g., news avoidance, information load adjustment, information 
complexity handling) to deal with information overload. 

To help define IEON, we asked the question, What is IEON from a news con-
sumer’s perspective? We found that IEON is a subjective and internal experience that 
is difficult to observe and determine from outside. Only individuals themselves can 
decide whether an experience is serendipitous or not. These findings confirm Rubin et 
al.’s (2011) point that serendipitous experience can only be considered serendipitous 
upon reflection. An important question to investigate is what influences the perception 
of IEON. Based on Erdelez’s (1997) conceptual definition of IE, we initially defined 
IEON as the user’s memorable experiences of accidental discovery of useful and 
interesting news when engaged in various activities online. This definition includes 
the accidental, unintentional, and unexpected nature of the behavior with positive 
outcomes. Our grounded theory-based data analysis revealed that the intention and 
memorability of the IEON experience based on encountered content and its outcomes 
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are the potential factors that individuals apply when they think about this behavior. 
In addition, we found that awareness is another important facet that could enhance 
the definition of IEON. Based on our research, we propose the IEON conceptual 
framework depicted in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Conceptual Framework of IEON.

6 .2 FACETS OF IEON 
Intention as a complex factor is used to differentiate what is considered incidental dis-
covery of news. A few respondents felt strongly that the definition of IEON should 
be restricted to experiences when the intention of the primary activity was not related 
to news reading. These respondents defined IEON as coming across news when they 
were doing “something not related to news,” such as checking email or visiting social 
media sites. This definition resembles the perception of IEON in the non-news-
reading context presented in our findings. However, those respondents who perceived 
IEON in the news-browsing context included experiences of coming across unex-
pected, unusual, or interesting news items while they visited online news sites.

These two types of perceptions of IEON could be explained by the fact that 
individuals hold different views of news, which in turn affects the ways they consume 
news and the sources they use. It is apparent from our study that due to the Internet’s 
nature as an information-rich environment, it is becoming complicated to differentiate 
the types of information and information sources online. Ambiguity and difficulty 
with the definition of news were visible in the following words used in the definition 
of news by many respondents: “anything,” “whatever,” “all,” “general.”

The four types of news consumers (avid news readers, news avoiders, news 
encounterers and crowd surfers) show how the potential outcomes of IEON could 
vary in the diversity, quality, and volume of news users get exposed to. As compared 
to avid news readers, who mainly consume news from a limited number of news sites 
affiliated with traditional media, the other three groups of news consumers have more 
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opportunities to be exposed to news from different sources. However, credibility and 
quality of news from those sources differ, not necessarily with an outcome of the con-
sumer becoming a more informed citizen. The behavior of avid news consumers and 
news encounterers resembles deliberate news seekers’ and incidental news consumers’ 
coping strategies for information overload identified in the Pentina and Tarafdar 
(2014) study. Deliberate news consumers use goal-directed, intentional strategies to 
keep up with the major events happening in the world, evaluate different opinions, and 
make informed decisions, whereas incidental news consumers do not deliberately seek 
out news on certain topics. Instead, they are rather passively exposed to TV at home, 
radio in the car, word-of-mouth at work, social media postings by friends, and online 
news aggregators’ and email portals’ headlines. Some strategies employed by deliberate 
news seekers were evident in the news consumption habits of avid news readers: sub-
scription to newsfeeds from news media organizations, creation of portals for personal 
curation, and possession of a list of online news sites for routine monitoring.

Pentina and Tarafdar’s (2014) findings about the avoidance strategies, such as 
reduction in the number of sources, media, and volume to be exposed to and even 
avoidance of news altogether, resemble the behavior and news attitude of news avoid-
ers in our study. The reasons for avoiding news due to negatively charged emotional 
and affective states when reading “sad” news stories are similar to the news avoiders’ 
emotional feelings that we found in our study. The “social legitimacy strategy” (Pentina 
and Tarafdar, 2014) that relies on others for forming opinions and knowledge to re-
duce information overload appeared to be a dominant strategy for crowd surfers, who 
rely on the wisdom of the crowd in their selection of news stories to read.

Our findings indicate that certain outcomes from an IEON experience play 
an important role in users’ perception of it being both memorable and serendipitous. 
Potential outcomes related to knowledge enhancement might not be obvious imme-
diately after the IEON experience, but emotional responses could be more immediate; 
other outcomes include gaining knowledge, making personal connections, and chang-
ing perspectives. Our findings in regard to knowledge enhancement partially support 
Makri and Blandford’s (2012a) conclusion that the value of the outcome (whether it 
is knowledge-enhancing, impactful, timely, or time-saving) might become apparent at 
the time of the serendipitous experience or sometime later. 

Memorability of the experience due to the nature of encountered news content 
and its outcomes distinguishes IEON behavior from a habitual news consumption. 
Respondents were able to describe only those incidents of IEON with significant 
benefit to them or those cases that led to deep and unforgettable emotional reactions. 
Additional analysis of study data presented here by Yadamsuren and Heinström 
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(2011) found that emotions associated with IEON (whether reactions related to the 
incidental exposure or to the news content they encountered) play a prominent role in 
the outcomes and satisfaction of respondents. Recalling positive experiences could be 
explained by suggestions from cognitive psychology that the enhancing influence of 
positive affect on cognition, including openness to information reception and greater 
levels of aspiration and exploration, may be related to neurotransmitters like dopamine 
being present in greater quantities at such times (Isen, 2004, p. 430).

Our study also supports the conclusion that serendipitous information expe-
rience leads to fortuitous outcomes (McBirnie, 2008; Rubin et al., 2011; Makri and 
Blandford, 2012b). McBirnie (2008) found that “serendipitous events were not just 
good; they were seen as extremely exciting and positive, as highlights in the infor-
mation seeking” (p. 607). Contrary to these studies, however, we found that IEON 
could cause negative emotional outcomes and reactions to incidentally exposed news 
if individuals found the news bad and disturbing. In some instances, negative feelings 
were caused regardless of the content because the readers felt guilty for wasting time 
or getting distracted from their work.

The respondents presented different levels of awareness of IEON in their news 
consumption. The varying levels of awareness could be explained by the differences 
among information encounterers. As we mentioned before, many respondents ex-
plained that IEON just happens when something catches their attention. Most of 
them admitted that they did not think about this behavior prior to our interviews. 
Once their attention was drawn to the behavior, they said that IEON was happening 
all along and is not anything new. For some of them IEON happens “pretty frequently,” 
but they don’t really think about the process of how it happens. These findings could 
indicate that IEON is a part of the daily news consumption habits of individuals.

We propose to define IEON as a memorable experience of a chance encounter 
with news (news relevant to an individual’s information needs/interest or surprising 
news) while the individual is using the Internet for news browsing or non-news-re-
lated online activities, such as checking email or visiting social networking sites. It is 
hard to separate IEON from daily news consumption habits. This behavior is inter-
twined with active or purposeful news consumption. These findings are supported by 
Kim et al. (2013). They found that Internet users’ rational election of entertainment 
and accidental exposure to news take place simultaneously.
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6 .3 PROCESS MODEL OF IEON 
Having holistically investigated the IEON process by looking at individual’s be-
havioral, cognitive, and affective elements involved, we propose an IEON Process 
Model (Figure 6.2), which provides a rich picture of serendipitous news discovery 
experience from the moment of exposure to the reader’s consequential reactions to 
the content encountered.

Figure 6.2: IEON Process Model.

According to the model shown in Figure 6.2, the IEON process consists of the 
following steps:

1. Noticing: User notices news trigger elements in the online environment.

2. Stopping: User diverts attention from the primary activity to the en-
countered news story and makes a decision about how to pursue further.

3. User chooses one or a combination of three paths:

a. Reading: User reads the encountered news or watches news videos.

b. Capturing: User captures the encountered news story (saving it for 
future reading or temporary capture to keep the flow of reading).

6 .3 PROCESS MODEL OF IEON
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c. Sharing: User shares the story with other people.

4. User either returns to the primary information activity or wanders off, 
exploring other information/links:

a. Returning: User returns to primary information activity.

b. Wandering off: User does not return to the primary information ac-
tivity, but instead goes to different activity/task/site.

The steps presented in the model provide a description of the mechanics of this 
process based on users’ behavioral, cognitive, and affective aspects and their response 
and reactions to the trigger elements for chance encounters. The detailed description 
of specific behaviors associated with each step of the IEON model and their unique 
features is provided in Appendix 2. Notably, the IEON process happens very quickly 
and the steps described in the model can often happen simultaneously, not necessarily 
following the order presented or involving all steps. In many cases, we saw that several 
steps, such as Noticing, Stopping, Reading, Sharing, and Capturing, can happen si-
multaneously. IEON cannot be observed as a single episode, because this behavior can 
be stretched over time with delays of the main steps involved in the process because 
of multitasking opportunities online. Many respondents reported that they read news 
to get a break from what they are doing. A number of respondents stated that they 
capture/share stories for future reading if they don’t have time to read them imme-
diately following their IEON experience. Some respondents noted that they do not 
capture or share news stories. Others returned to the encountered story several times 
in order to finish reading it. Moreover, IEON is not limited to Internet activities. The 
initial exposure (Noticing) can happen through other media channels and information 
sources (most frequently through personal communication and radio). Participants 
paid attention to news triggers that they were exposed to in the physical environment 
sometime earlier, such as listening to the radio in the car or casual talk with friends and 
colleagues. These findings suggest that IEON cannot be separated from an individual’s 
ELIS behavior. Also, various behaviors associated with each step in the IEON process 
are indicative of personal information management ( Jones, 2007; Whittaker, 2011).

Our findings indicate that individuals pay attention to the trigger elements if 
they are important, relevant, or interesting to them. Immediacy of the story, such as an 
outbreak of the swine flu virus, caught the attention of a few respondents because of its 
importance. In many cases, the reason for paying attention to the trigger elements was 
related to a respondent’s personal and professional information needs. Respondents 
also paid attention to news headlines because they felt an immediate connection with 
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their values (e.g., gay marriage, local currencies) or were concerned about government’s 
decision-making shaking their values. A few respondents claimed that their caring for 
their community contributed to their IEON.

One of the most interesting findings from our study was that individuals may 
experience IEON out of curiosity when they see surprising news stories. Several re-
spondents paid attention to bizarre or odd news stories out of curiosity. Fredin (1997) 
also identified curiosity as a key element for news browsing and serendipitous discov-
ery. He noted that curiosity is raised by novel, somewhat novel, and surprising or am-
biguous stimuli in hypertext news environment. He explained that curiosity involves 
interconnected aspects of cognition, emotion, and motivation. Rubin et al. (2011) 
recognized the importance of surprise in serendipitous encounters, concluding that 
surprise may operate as a cognitive/emotional reaction to the serendipitous encounter 
or as a trigger for an orienting or noticing response.

In addition to relevance of news stories to consumers’ information needs, the 
initial emotional response seemed to play a vital role in the decision-making of indi-
viduals on whether to pursue their IEON behavior, especially at the steps of Noticing 
and Stopping. Our findings support research recognizing the role of emotions in 
information behavior (Nahl, 1998; Nahl and Bilal, 2007). Affective filters influence 
the information acquisition process, for example, which pieces of information we 
ignore and which we stop to examine (Nahl, 1998). We found that once they notice 
news stories that are interesting or relevant to them, individuals progress to Reading, 
a complex process involving many cognitive and affective elements and important for 
the potential outcomes discussed earlier. Respondents read not only the encountered 
news stories but also other related stories and comments, to see different perspectives 
on the topic; as one respondent stated, the comments are often “more informing” than 
the information in the story. In many cases, they take additional steps to learn more 
about the topic covered in the encountered news stories by visiting the online archive 
of news stories and checking the accuracy of the story by visiting other news sources.

During the reading process, individuals share and capture the encountered news 
stories. Many respondents commented that they share the encountered news stories 
with their family members, friends, and colleagues to discuss later by sending email, 
clicking on the Share button in news sites, posting a link to Facebook and other social 
networking sites, posting a question on online discussion forums, and making personal 
communications about the encountered story. The prominence of the Sharing step 
supports Erdelez and Rioux’s (2000) conclusions, as detailed in Chapter 2.

6 .3 PROCESS MODEL OF IEON
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Returning was the most complicated step in the IEON process due to individ-
ual variability in navigating the web environment. We examined whether respondents 
came back to the initial website (either online news sites or non-news sites, such as 
email and social networking sites) where they were exposed to certain news stories in-
cidentally. Our findings indicate that users do not always return to the original task or 
website where they experience IEON, contradicting Erdelez’s (2000) assumption that 
individuals return to the primary activity after IE. Most of our respondents stated that 
“it depends” when asked whether they would return to the initial website. The factors 
affecting respondents’ decisions to return to the initial site or wander off by exploring 
more about the same or other topics include the following: their initial purpose in the 
primary activity; time availability and time of the day; the interest, importance, impact, 
complexity, and scope of the encountered news story; the content of the initial website; 
and social needs to converse about the encountered news story.

We found that mostly negative emotional outcomes, such as wasting time, are 
associated with wandering off. These negative emotions were expressed as “goofing 
around,” too much on the Internet to “learn” something, and “bouncing around.” On 
the other hand, diversion from the routine work as a result of IEON could bring 
positive outcomes. Short breaks to wander off or experience IEON helped respon-
dents to be productive and provided a short mental break. There are many factors that 
affect potential outcomes: news consumption habits, perception of news, personality/
individual differences, content of the topic encountered, the way it was encountered, 
emotions involved with the discovery during and after IEON, and so on. In general, 
respondents reported satisfaction with their serendipitous news discovery outcomes: 
learning something new, making new contacts for personal and professional needs, 
getting emotional satisfaction, and so on. Negative outcomes could also result, due 
to the nature of encountered news stories or the feeling of wasting time and being 
distracted. Surprise and serendipity are connected. In many cases, individuals may 
experience IEON as a result of reading bizarre news. 

6 .4 IEON AND THE PUBLIC SPHERE
An important question remains: Could IEON guarantee the expected outcomes for 
maintaining or even broadening the public sphere as expected by communication 
scholars? Our conceptual framework of IEON urges caution in high expectations of 
serendipitous news discovery as an antidote to get past audience fragmentation issues 
based on the following points. 
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First, despite the numerous opportunities to come across news online, citizens 
may be living in their own information spheres, bubbles, or digital flocks because ser-
endipitous news discovery seems to be taking place within their typical information 
practice/habit. Their news consumption habit may revolve around a limited number 
of sources and depend on their perceptions of what is considered news. Our findings 
indicate that a news consumption habit is highly individualized based on people’s 
interest and hobbies, values, beliefs, lifestyle, trust of traditional media, and percep-
tion of news. Online news consumption habits and IEON experiences are based 
on an individual’s perception of news and rational selection of information sources 
and Facebook friends. Thorson and Wells (2015) argued that exposure to any given 
message to an individual is defined by the five sets of curating actors: journalists, 
strategic communicators, individual media users (personal curators), social curation, 
and algorithmic filters. The four types of news consumers presented in our conceptual 
framework present totally different information experiences. Avid news readers might 
be the only group that have a higher chance of being exposed to news from journalistic 
curation. Their online news consumption might replicate that of the traditional news 
audience of the past compared to the other three types of news consumers. However, 
news avoiders, news encounterers, and crowd surfers might have little chance of being 
exposed to current affairs news produced by professional media. For example, news 
encounterers, who rely on IEON to be informed about news events, may not check 
traditional media sources and might miss important news and issues unless they pop 
up in their information sphere at Yahoo! or on social media sites.

Second, the whole online information experience of individuals could affect 
their IEON experience because of various search engine and application algorithms. 
Tufecki (2014) cautioned about the power of “computational politics” fundamentally 
reshaping the public sphere (Habermas, 1989). She wrote about the danger of “opaque 
and black-box” algorithms that are hidden from ordinary citizens with regard to 
content visibility, data sharing, and many other features of political decision-making 
and other consequences. These algorithms determine the visibility of content and can 
be changed at will, with enormous consequences for political speech. Pariser (2011) 
brought to our attention the danger of a “filter bubble” formed by invisible algorithms 
offering individuals news and information that mainly confirm their existing beliefs, 
based on past experience and information needs. Thorson and Wells (2015) cautioned 
that increased automated personalization could extend the gap between the political 
information-rich and the political information-poor, and between the political left and 
right. Bakshy et al. (2015) found that how much crosscutting ideological content in-
dividuals encounter on Facebook depends on their social network of friends, the news 

6 .4 IEON AND THE PUBLIC SPHERE
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feed population algorithm, and an individual’s own selection. Nikolov et al. (2015) 
studied the relationship between the diversity of information sources experienced by 
users at both the collective and individual levels in Twitter posts and search logs. They 
found that the diversity of information and news traffic reached through social media 
is significantly lower than the nature of content that individuals find through a search 
and interpersonal communication. The authors caution about the increased danger 
of reinforcing a collective filter bubble via social media. Trigger elements for IEON 
(most read, most emailed, most popular, most blogged, highly rated, comments, and so 
on) illustrate the nature of the complexity of the online information environment ruled 
by various algorithms. Depending on the intention behind these algorithms, individu-
als may have little power over what content they will come across in a networked world 
and how they might take potential advantage of being exposed to different viewpoints 
as is expected from political and mass communication research.

Third, news consumers’ personal interest in certain topics, ideological view-
points, and values play a huge role in what will catch their eye on the Internet and 
in the outcomes of IEON. However, IEON does not guarantee that citizens will be 
exposed to current affairs news, crosscutting information (Mutz, 2006), and different 
perspectives on certain issues. Mitchell et al, (2013) finds that Facebook news consum-
ers get news they agree with, not necessarily opposing their viewpoints. In addition, 
many people prefer entertainment over news. Several studies show that entertainment 
use of the Internet may have a negative impact on the public’s political knowledge 
and engagement, whereas news consumption may have a positive effect (Prior, 2005; 
Scheufele and Nisbet, 2002). Pentina and Tarafdar (2014) argue that people who like 
entertainment might abandon or ignore news and information when they stumble 
upon news inadvertently, whereas those people who prefer news might take advantage 
of incidental news exposure, such as mobilizing information, when they accidently 
encounter information about politics.
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CHAPTER 7

Implications and Future 
Directions

7 .1 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE MEDIA INDUSTRY
The complexity of the modern information environment wired with abundant and 
competing online news services and entertainment options challenges media to fulfill 
its duty to keep the public informed about the major issues facing society. The media 
industry struggles with how to keep and expand target audiences, how to engage 
consumers who are more interested in awareness of their friends’ social lives than of 
today’s pressing issues.

This study presented in this book lays out a conceptual framework that could 
help media professionals to understand serendipitous news discovery from indi-
viduals’ holistic experiences of news consumption in their daily lives. Our findings 
demonstrate that IEON is a promising behavior to encourage in the online environ-
ment because respondents like to be exposed to news that enhances their knowledge 
and deepens their curiosity. However, this conclusion is tempered by the possibility 
that news consumers could be following their own perceived definition of news, and, 
in some cases, the content of news may be favored for purely entertainment value 
(or for bizarreness or for surprise and curiosity), not necessarily associated with the 
benefits of knowledge enhancement or crosscutting information as expected by com-
munication scholars.

The IEON conceptual framework provides the initial insights about which 
factors need to be considered to induce serendipitous news encounters, where media 
organizations should place their news stories to invite clicks, and how to enter the 
information/news sphere of individuals as a part of their news consumption habits. 
Media organizations need to abandon the old tradition of treating news consumers 
as a whole audience and instead focus on news consumers’ individual behaviors and 
develop unique strategies to reach the different types of news consumers identified 
by the study discussed here. The findings of this study suggest that news media or-
ganizations need to develop innovative policy and creative strategies to compete with 
various algorithms controlling information flows to citizens to keep them informed 
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and to promote the diversity of ideas in the public sphere. How can news organizations 
compete and break invisible algorithms to reduce filter bubble effects and guard their 
duty to keep the public informed? News organizations need to actively seek better 
models to establish and run their own accounts on social media or other sites to offer 
their readers more diverse exposure to various sources offering relevant information.

The IEON Process Model offers a rich picture of the serendipitous news discov-
ery experience, from the moment of exposure to the reader’s subsequent reactions to 
the encountered content. This process model provides a rich description of an IEON 
episode: trigger elements for serendipity, individual characteristics of news consumers, 
the underlying information needs that expose them to news online, the nature of news 
they find, and potential outcomes from this experience. The detailed descriptions of 
the decision-making reasons for each step involved in the IEON process could help 
news designers and writers to develop innovative storytelling and design ideas to 
catch news consumers’ attention and take advantage of the high likelihood of citizens 
to come across news while they are doing various activities online. For example, the 
Noticing step could suggest the importance of providing more consideration to the 
writing of eye-catching headlines that grab the attention of readers in the midst of 
their multitasking activities in information-overloaded environments. The Returning 
step provides some insights into conditions that bring the news consumers back to the 
site after experiencing IEON.

7 .2 METHODOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
This study employed a constructivist approach to identify the multiple realities of the 
phenomena of serendipitous news discovery perceived by individuals, using the active 
interview technique to construct the meaning of this ambiguous behavior. The mixed 
method was used to investigate the complex behaviors involved in serendipitous news 
discovery, and all the techniques were helpful in exploring online news reading behav-
ior. We attempted to capture unobservable cognitive behavior with self-reported and 
retrospective thinking during interviews about critical incidents. Think-aloud sessions 
captured many detailed behaviors that respondents undertook during online news 
reading. Nonetheless, respondents rarely volunteered during think-aloud sessions that 
they were exposed to news incidentally. Think-aloud sessions seemed to be limited to 
capturing IEON when the respondents were interviewed in a controlled environment. 

The subjective, memorability-based nature of this behavior seems to be one 
of the biggest challenges to investigating serendipity in information behavior, given 
the varying perceptions of what is considered news by different individuals. Given 
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the demonstrated complexity of investigating serendipitous news discovery, we call 
for new methods. Most research on IEON in mass communication rely on surveys, 
do not capture the nuances and complexity of this behavior. Survey questions about 
serendipitous news discovery may not elicit the right responses from news consumers. 
Mitchelstein and Boczkowski (2010) also called for an integrative approach using 
mixed methods to better understand the “multiple relevant dimensions” of online 
news consumption. They suggested that research on news consumption should in-
quire into when, where, how, and under what conditions this happens—and does not 
happen—and its consequences for issues such as displacement, complementarity, and 
civic participation. We urge including among the mixed method approaches objective 
measurements, such as eye-tracking and psycho-physiological measurements; natu-
ralistic approaches to investigate IEON in news consumers’ daily information habits, 
including tracking their behavior unobtrusively; and using data-mining tools to ana-
lyze behavioral data.

7 .3 FUTURE RESEARCH
Compared to previous research on serendipitous news discovery, which has primarily 
relied on survey research, this study takes a novel methodological approach; it looks 
into individuals’ perceptions of how they come across news unintentionally in their 
daily information practice. In interpreting the findings and implications of this study, 
several caveats should be taken into consideration. Because of the exploratory nature of 
the study, the respondents’ online news reading behavior and IEON are not generaliz-
able beyond the study sample. Selection of the study respondents relied on purposeful 
sampling and recruitment of participants through the website of a local newspaper 
affiliated with one of the most prestigious journalism schools in the country. This strat-
egy may have limited the study sample to a group of highly educated, professionally 
oriented, and predominantly Caucasian respondents. Moreover, the findings of this 
study are limited to the notion of a libertarian theory of the press (Siebert et al., 1963). 
Yin (2008) called for a new paradigm of press theories to address global media sys-
tems taking into account both Western and Eastern philosophies and cultural values, 
in addition to the political control of media and the concept of freedom. Citizens in 
various countries have different news consumption habits based on their press systems, 
freedom of expression, cultural values, and technology penetration. All these factors 
in turn could affect what IEON is perceived as and how it occurs through a global 
perspective. Therefore, future studies should test and refine the conceptual and process 
models developed in this study through the investigation of IEON in other countries.

7 .3 FUTURE RESEARCH
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As qualitative data collection did not take place on participants’ own comput-
ers but on research laboratory computers, respondents were not able to explain their 
news reading behavior in a natural context. While most of them did not experience 
difficulties with computer setup, several were not able to demonstrate the specific 
configurations of their web browsers and any customized tools they rely on for online 
news reading. This problem should be taken into account in future studies on the in-
formation behavior of online news readers.

The conceptual framework of IEON from our research opens the possibility of 
further exploration of this emerging news consumption behavior and its consequences 
on the individual and social level. Future research needs to investigate and measure 
who is most likely experiencing IEON and what types of activities are more likely 
to expose individuals to news in the constantly changing information world. The in-
creasing number of studies on IEON has been focused on social media as a potential 
environment (Kim et al., 2013; Mitchell et al., 2013; Pentina and Tarafdar, 2014; Ni-
kolov et al., 2015; Bode, 2016). Except for a few studies, however, there is not much 
research examining other types of online activities where individuals can experience 
IEON. Kim et al. (2013) examined IEON in search engines, portal sites, forums or 
listservs, blogs, and social networking sites. Yadamsuren (2013) conducted experimen-
tal research to induce IEON in social game environment applying Erdelez’s (2004) 
model of IE. The game presented a constantly updated stream of local news stories 
within a gaming environment and captured the time-stamped moments of clicking on 
those stories as an indication of IEON. This study demonstrated the potential of using 
a gaming environment for the serendipitous discovery of news.

More detailed research is needed to investigate the IEON experiences of the 
four types of news consumers identified in the IEON conceptual framework. Future 
studies should examine potential outcomes from IEON; whether those experiences 
have helped readers to reach crosscutting information, opposing viewpoints, or new 
perspectives; and how IEON behavior is different on mobile devices or continues 
when users switch among multiple devices. 
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APPENDIX 1

Demographics of Interview 
Respondents

Interview 
code

Sex Age Ethnicity Occupation Major/Field

R1 F 29 Indian Homemaker Innovation and 
design

R2 F 54 African 
American

Administrative 
assistant at a bank

 Finance

R3 M 19 White Undergraduate 
student

Journalism

R4 M 28 White Programmer Computer/
Technology

R5 M 32 White Project coordinator Educational 
technology

R6 M 26 White Doctoral student Educational 
technology

R7 F 41 White Prevention technician 
at an insurance 
company

Business

R8 M 38 White Public school 
consultant at a 
university program

Education

R9 F 31 White Program coordinator 
at a university

Library science

R10 M 29 White Government officer 
(land use planner)

Public administration

R11 F 57 White Librarian at a public 
university

Library science 

R12 F 47 White Educator for a public 
school

Education

R13 M 25 White Web developer Computer science
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R14 F 28 White Office support staff Education
R15 F 26 Asian Graduate student Educational 

technology
R16 F 34 White Graduate student Education 
R17 F 25 Asian Graduate student Educational 

technology
R18 F 38 White Assistant professor Medicine
R19 M 27 White Graduate student Political science
R20 F 53 White Facilitator for a 

dyslexia and autism 
program

Education and 
horticulture
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APPENDIX 2

Description of IEON Process 
Steps

Steps Behavioral Cognitive Affective
Noticing Noticing the trigger 

elements (perceptual 
visual experience) 

Quick examination 
of the relevance and 
importance of the 
news story based on 
information needs:
• Immediacy of the 

story/Follow-up 
needs

• Personal relevance
• Professional needs
• Values and beliefs
• Sense of community
• Bizarre news

Initial emotional 
response (strong 
positive and nega-
tive emotions) plays 
important role in 
decision-making to 
pursue IEON or not 
 

Stopping • Click on a story
• Follow link
• Open new tabs
• Right click on win-

dow to put story 
behind

Diverts attention 
from primary activity 
to the encountered 
news story and makes 
decision about how 
to pursue further:
• Reading 
• Capturing stories 

for future reading
• Sharing

Strong emotions (ex-
citement,
trepidation, etc.)
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Reading • Reading comments 
below the story

• Reading other re-
lated stories 

• Finding and reading 
the stories missed

• Checking the ar-
chive of the news-
paper 

• Checking other 
sources for coverage 
of same story

• Getting important 
information/facts 
from the story

• Watching news 
video

• Checking accuracy/
credibility/trustwor-
thiness of the story 
by checking other 
sources for coverage 
of same story

• Gaining knowledge 
from reading

• Changing mind/
perspectives based 
on reading

• Making personal 
connection with the 
story (events and 
people described)

• Deciding to read 
more on the topic

Emotional reactions 
related to IEON 
(Yadamsuren and 
Heinström, 2011):
• Surveillance
• Personal identity
(Discovery, value rein-
forcement, reassurance, 
negative feelings re-
lated to identification)
• Personal relation-

ships (Social empow-
erment related to cur-
rent issues, increased 
understanding of 
others with another 
background, empathy)

• Diversion
• Negative feelings 

(Negative news con-
tent, feeling of dis-
trus, being distracted, 
losing focus, wasting 
of time, lacking con-
trol)

• Mixed feelings
Capturing • Get important facts 

from story
• Open new tabs
• Save for future 

reading (bookmark, 
mark as unread)

• Posting on Face-
book, Twitter, and 
other social media

• Quick judgment 
about time avail-
ability

• Thinking about 
future information 
needs

• Thinking about 
needs of others 
(family members, 
friends, colleagues)

Emotional reactions 
related to the inci-
dental exposure and 
reactions related to 
the news content en-
countered
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Sharing • Send email
• Click on Share 

button
• Post link on social 

media (e.g., Face-
book)

• Post question on 
discussion forums

• Personal communi-
cation

• Decision-making: 
whether to share or 
not

• Thinking about own 
needs and needs of 
other people

• Thinking about 
social needs to con-
verse and discuss 
later

Emotional reactions 
related to the inci-
dental exposure and 
reactions related to 
the news content en-
countered

Returning • Continue news 
browsing

• Return to same 
story, page, location

• Go to different 
section of the initial 
website

• Go to different 
news site

• Closing tabs

Quick decision-mak-
ing, judging (It De-
pends factors):
• Nature of their pri-

mary activity (initial 
purpose, intention) 

• Time availability 
• Time of day 
• Nature of the en-

countered news 
story (interest, im-
portance, impact, 
complexity, scope)

• Content of the ini-
tial website where 
they encountered 
news

• Social needs to 
converse about the 
encountered news 
story

• Diversion
• Negative feelings 

(Negative news con-
tent, feeling of being 
distracted, losing 
focus, wasting of 
time, distrust, feeling 
of lack of control) 

• Mixed feelings
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Wandering 
off

• Switch to inten-
tional search to find 
more information

• Explore more about 
the encountered 
news

Quick decision-mak-
ing judging (It De-
pends factors):
• Nature of their pri-

mary activity (initial 
purpose, intention) 

• Time availability 
• Time of day 
• Nature of the en-

countered news 
story (interest, im-
portance, impact, 
complexity, scope)

• Content of the ini-
tial website where 
they encountered 
news

• Social needs to 
converse about the 
encountered news 
story

• Feeling of being 
distracted, losing 
focus, wasting time, 
lacking control

• Mixed feelings
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